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Duckman, Gersten Win Posts;
Small Turnout Reflects Apathy
The SBA of New York Law
School last month ran the annual
student elections. Only a little
over two hundred students out
of a total enrollment of over
700 from both the day and evening sections participated by casting ballots. The election was
also marked by apathy in that
for a total of five offices, there
were only five candldates Aside
from this, the election wasn't
a total loss. There was a hotly
contested race for the SBA presidency.
New Law Forum Editors from I to r: Linda Sosnowitz, Elizabeth Lorio Duckman a second year
dav student opp0sed Barry
Toll, Stuart Dember. Pat Tierney, James Dobbs.
G~rsten a third year night student for that position, Duckman
edged out Gersten in the day
ballots by 65 votes. for a total

Sosnowitz, Dobbs
Head Law Forum
By Richard
The months or March and Aoril
always mark the period of greatest transition for the Law Forum,
embracing both the election of a
new editorial board and the invitation of first year staff candidates. It is with great pleasure that I congratulate those
second year students who will
serve the Forum in an editorial
capacity during the 1972-73publication year: Linda Sosnowitz,
Editor-in-Chief; James Dobbs,
Executive Editor; Elizabeth Toll
and Patricia Tierney, Articles
Editors; Stuart Dember, Book
Review Editor; Richrd Johnston,
Michael Nedick, and Marshall
Lippman, Notes and Comments
Larry Carlin, Greg
Editors;
Frost, Leland Ness, Mark Peltz,
Jay Rappapart, Daniel Schopick,
Norman
Rosenblum,
David
Malach, and David Sculnick, Research Editors; Lloyd Levi,
Managing Editor.
Each has evinced a considerable
measure of ability in discharging
the respansibilities of a staff
member throughout the past difficult year, and I am confident
that the quality of our Review
will continue to improve under
their administration.
I wish, also, to announce the
names of those members of the
first year presently engaged in
our candidates program: Michael
J . Burnett, John J. D'Emic, Andrew T. Dwyer, Allan M. Goldstein, Howard Eison, Steven
Hess, Alan B. Leibowitz, Robert
A. Maggio, Paul D. Mootclare,
Mitchel Perkiel, Stanley A. Rothstein, Alan D. Rubinstein, Harvey
Sander, Susan A. Schiff, Andrew
C. Schwartz, Stanley M. Siede,
James Stern, Barbara J. Prager,

Ackerman
Stuart J. Struhl, Victor Tannenbaum. In retrospect, reflecting
upan my own two and one hall
years of Law Review participation, I am at once envious
of the future rewards they will
certainly encounter as members
of the Forum, but grateful that
I no longer have the obligations
attending continued membership.
Most sincerely, I would thank
lhe members of my own editorial
board who have jointly helped
to overcome a past publication
deficit and who have contributed
to the completion of four fine
issues under our own masthead.
Never before, have r worked
so hard, in close cooperation
with others, to produce a single
product of such high quality.
It has been my distinct pleasure
and privilege to have shared
this with them.

the new SBA Secretary, and
Lawrence Sliver receiving 227
votes. thus becoming the new
SBA Treasurer.
One of the most prestigious
Positions a student can be elected

to is that of LSD Representative.
Bob Winnemore was seen fighting an uphill battle against himseU receiving an unopposed 224
votes. thereby enabling him to
slip comfortably into office.

LORIN DUCKMAN,
SBA PRESIDENT

BARRY GERSTIN,
SBA VICE-PRESIDENT

of \.'l?..
He a\so picked
up
another 64 voles from night students which gave him a total

of 202, good enough to best
the total or 159 lhat Gersten
received.
Other
candidates
ran unoppased, with Barry Selip receiving 220 votes to becomt·

Dean Secures Local Bookstore
New York Lav. School students
will have a bookstore within
walking distance by next Sep· !ember. Dean Walter A. Rafalko
has made a last-minute decision
to appaint Lorry·s Book Store
2 Spruce St.. the official bookstore.
LolTy·s is located in the basement of the Pace College annex
and presently serves that college
Dean Rafalko had been negotiating with Lorry·s and with
Harlow Lamb, owner of Lamb"s
Bookstore in Brooklyn, for a
closer location. He pressed both

By Cliff Elnar
parties for an early commitment so that next year·s book
supply would be assured.
Lamb had offered two plans.
both of which he withdrew by
mid-April. The first was to lease
a store on Worth Street for a
lower-Manhattan branch. The
second was lo use part of the
Civil Service Book Shop. 99 Duane St., hire a half-time manager. and stock a full line of
legal texts and study aids.
Lamb apparently withdrew his
bid for the "official" status after
be had difficulties with the Civil

Service Book Store. He had been
hopeful of doing about $80.000
worth of business per year there,
with three-quarters of that coming from New York Law School.
Lamb is ending a relationship
with New York Law School which
dates from 1945.
"I just want to get the best for
the school." Dean Rafalko said
about the bookstore situation.
He said that the closer location is "what the students want."
The Dean painted out that any
commissions from the arrange(contlnued on page 13)

N. Y. Politics--The Baumann Incident

A third-year NYLS student who
dropped out of the race for the
Democratic nomination for an
upper Manhattan Assembly seat
beacuse of pressures from what
be called "back-door politics",
has given EQUITAS the story of his
disillusioning Political baptism.
James Baumann entered this
year's Democratic primary in
the 73rd Assembly District
(Washington Heights, Inwood, and
part of Harlem), v,bicb bas for
14 years been represented by
Assemblyman Jack Walsh (D).
The third contestant in the primary was Attorney Ed Lehner,
who bad beaten Walsh in the
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - last primary two years ago, but
Beware of Professor Silverman's who bad lost the election to the
incumbent 1,ben the latter ran
"catechreeeeci".
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __. as an independent.

By Alan Schwartz

According to Mr. Baumann,
the !act that his presence would
almost certainly have caused Mr.
Lehner to lose the primary race
set the stage for what happened
next. He says that Mr. Lehner
and his campaign manager contacted him. "What was conveyed
was that if I were running
against Lehner, they·d circulate
petitions for someone to run
against (Assemblyman Stephen)
Gottlieb and (State Senator Joseph) Zaretski, insuring Zaretski ·s victory." Mr. Baumann
is a strong backer of Mr. Gottlieb in the latter's primary challenge to Minority Leader Joseph
Zaretski, ·v,bo according to Baumann has poorly represented
the upper Manhattan area in the
State Senate. It was this alleged

threat of what Mr. Baumann
calls "Tammany tactics" which
forced him to remove himselC
from the contest.
Contacted at his campaign headquarters, Mr. Lehner said be
would "rather not comment at
this time" on Mr. Baumann·s
charges. "There would be no
purpose served in exacerbating
a very complicated situation," he
stated, adding that he might have
more to say on the matter after
the primary. which will be held
June 20.
While not planning to campaign
for Mr. Walsh, Mr. Baumann indicated bis strong oppasition to
the candidacy of Mr. Lehner,
whom he described as "a phony
liberal, trying to run too much
on national issues." He feels

that Mr. Lehner has "had his
chance· and will not run as
well as he did in the last election,
when be lost to Mr.
Walsh by only about 500 votes
out of a total of 16,000, as
Mr. Baumann recalled.
Mr.
Baumann·s initial disappointments
have not dampened his enthusiasm for continued political activism. He is
founder of the
Washington
Heights - Inwood New Democrats, a group which be says
intends to affiliate with the citywide New Democratic Coalition.
And if and when be runs for
office again, the Baumann platform would look something like
this: A revamping of the judicial system (reducing political
(continued on p111e 15)
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NYLS Alumni Association Sponsors Dean's Day
Thornton Accepts

Froessel Portrait
.Mr. Thornton, Vice President and a member of the Board
of Trustees of New York Law
School, was formerly Assistant
General Counsel and is now
Yice President-Rates and Reve-

nues of Consolidated Edison
Company. He has had a long
association with Judge Froessel
starting from the time he was
the Judge's first law secretary in
the Court of Appeals.
Remarks of Dr. John V Thornton
On Acceptance of Portrait of
Judge Froessel
Presented to New York Law
School
Dean's Day, April 22, 1972
Sylvia Garland, Mrs. Parker,
Distinguished Guests, Ladies and
Gentlemen
On behalf of New York Law
School I am pleased to accept
this portrait. It is a gilt from
the heart - - from those who
know Judge Froessel not only
as tbe Chairman of the Board
of tbe Law School and as a
public figure but also as a man
We, who also consider ourselves
members of his family, accept
the gift in the spirit in which
it is given.
The Board of Trustees thanks
you, Mrs. Parker and your sons,
for giving this portrait to the
School and thus also to its faculty,
alumni and students of today and
of the future.
A leading English wit teJls us
that ult seems to be a law of
nature that no man ever is loath
to sit for his portrait. A man
may be .
. burdened with
grave responsibilities to the
nation, and that nation be at a
crisis of its history, but none
of these considerations, nor all
of them t01tetber, will deter him
from sitting for his portrait."
I'm glad there is such a law
of nature, Judge. Because, with
au the th10gs you do, and the
way you're on the run all the
time doing them, nothing less

th;ui a law of nature could keep
you in one place long enough
to provide us with this excellent portrait.
In the 80 year history of New
York Law School, no one more
ricbJy deserves commemoration
than the distinguished Chairman
of the Board.
For Judge Froessel, changes
in educational emphasis have
posed no big problem of adaptation.
By nature he cannot
sit back or let things drift. He
is an 10tellectual but he is also
a udoer". Thus be has been
a natural leader for us in these
days of new athtudes and new
challenges For him, there bas
been no generahoo gap.
Judge
Froessel, you have
served in so many posts of distinction that today I can but
enumerate some of the more
important: senior assistant district attorney and president of
the bar association 111 your county
of Queens; special assistant to
the Attorney General of the
United States; member of the
character committee for the
Second Department; member of
local, regional and national executive Boards or the Boy Scouts
of America; grand master of the
Masonic lodges of New York
State and chairman of the national
conference of grand
masters;
justice of the City
Court, Justice oi the Supreme
Court; and judge of the Court
of Appeals.
Slnce your retirement from the Court of
Appeals you have been as productive as ever, serving, among
other posts, as a member of
the executive committee of tbe
1964-1965 New York World's
Fair; delegate to the 1967 Constitutional Convention; chairman
of the Governor's commission on
abortion law reform; and referee
and arbitrator or various disputes involving broad issues of
public policy.
Yet, with all these high offices
you have occupied, I would remind you of what Felix Frankfurter , aner years on the Su<cont,nueo on page 13)

Judge Froessel and portrait at Dean's Day Presentation.

From The Judge's Bench
The New York Law School
Twelfth Annual Dean's Day
Alumni Homecoming was held
April 22 at Pace College. The
program reatured two panels of
distinguished members of the
legal community and New York
Law Sc/Joo! faculty.
A pane\ oi em\nent judges moderated by Hon. Joseph Difede,
Justice. N Y Supreme Court and
Adjunct Professor, New York
Law School frankly discussed
some important judicial problems.
Hon. Nicholas Tsoucalas,Judge
of the New York City Criminal
Court. Queens County opened
the program Judge Tsoucalas 1s
an outspoken down-to-earth
critic who views the unprepared
defense counsel as a great obstacle to 1ustice m the Crimmal Court Judge Tsoucalas
chided lawyers who overexamine at hearings don't read

By Linda Nelson
complaints, and don't prepare
memorandums of law. He literally construes the Constitution
he keeps at his bench - particularly the Fourth Amendment
as it relates to unreasonable
searches and seizures of contraband
discovered during
searches tor weapons
The next speaker was Hon.
Nat H. Hentel, Judge of the
Civil Court of New York City,
Queens County. Judge Hentelasserted that a Judge cannot live
up to the canons of the COde of
Ethics that prohibit him from
getting involved in controversial issues. Judge Hentel believes that Judges should get
10volved and speak out particularly about poor conditions of
the courts. Influenced by an intensive course at the National
College of the State Judiciary
and armed with recent decisions
stating Judges have inherent

Estate Planning: Accurate Wills A Must
By Barry Oppenheim
the best of intentions, but doesn't serts the common disaster clause
torney to be able to draw up a quite do it right, creates the m his will. In the event of a
will. But your client will be opportunity for disastrous liti- common accident, even if the huspleasantly surprised and grateful gation m which the attorney him- band dies first, be will be leif you can show him how he self may be an unwilling par- gally treated as having died last,
thereby preventing his property
can save a tremendous sum on ticipant.
These a.nd other important from passmg first through bis
estate taxes. For example, an
attorney can save his client a- points of interest ot attorneys estate, then through his wife's
bout $30,000 on a $200,000estate in general practice were stressed estate when she dies a few days·
by dividing it into two $100,000 by panelists on Estate Planning, later. In this way, the second
estates for tax purposes, by using in a discussion moderated by taxation is avoided , which would
devices such as the marital di- NYLS Professor Joseph T Aren- have occurred if the property
son, at the NYLS Dean's Day bad been in the wife's estate
ducton and elective share trust.
On the other hand, another at- Alumni Homecoming April 22, at for even a few days. Two examples of the '· wrong way'' to
torney who draws up a will with Pace College.
word this provision were illusAVOIDING DOUBLE TAXATION trated. "if both die simultaneEQUIT AS APPRECIATION
ously" and "if both die under
Panelist Harold D. Klipstein circumstances as render it imEQUIT AS thanks the alumm
..-bo have given their time to warned that even where an at- possible or difficult to determine
keep us informed of their pro- torney relies on the specimen whicb died first," smce both
gress and v.·e v,·ish to convey paragraphs provided by banks and wordings are so indefinite as
our congratulations and best trust companies (in pamphlets to cause unnecessary litigation
..-1s~..
for their continued distributed free to attorneys), The correct way , he added,
these may contain outmoded is to set a hme limit (maxisuccess in tbe profession.
wording which can no longer be mum six months). This time
We again elteod our invitalimit also eliminates another
tion to all alumni to inform salely used by the attorney
Mr. Klipstein outlined tbe problem wbicb occurs wben the
us of their appointments and
disappointments in the legal "common disaster clause" in a surviving spouse lingers on secommunity.
Contact: Linda will, used to avoid double tax- riously disabled for years after
!ielson. EQC:IT AS. ~e...- York ation. For example suppose a the accident, thereby tying up
has property
mtli.nly
in the spouse's estate, and ultimate._La._ _ScbOol.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ family
lbe husband's
name, and
be inly causing additional litigation to

A client always expects his at-

determme whether the second
death was proc1mately caused
by the original accident.
Professor Juliam S. Bush of
Columbia Law School spoke on
"Rights of Surviving Spouses"
and pointed out a danger where
a lawyer is requested to draft
a will to provide the surviving
wife with a trust income (a minimum requirement in N Y. state
to prevent her from upsetting
the husband's will). Where the
client requests that the wife's
income last " until she remarries, "the attorney must advise the client that this wording
can be challenged, since N. Y.
law requires that tbe income
be "for life." Professor Bush
outlmed various ways to avoid
this N. Y. requirement, including
the possibility of moving to New
Jersey, where the only right of
the surviving spouse is dower,
and making sure not ot own
any real estate.
"Racial and Religious Restrictions in Wills and Trusts" was
discussed by Professor Louis
Lusky of Columbia Law School,
who asserted that the Supremace
(continued on PAge 7)

powers to mandate funds for
establishing courts, Judge Hentel
has formed a committee to take
the case of the courts to the
public. Judge Hentel reasoned
that unless the legal community and public recognize the
crisis in the civil courts, the
courts wm tau; freedom and
the Constitution will rail; and
11,bat good will be better roads,
sewers and the other objects
of our spending?
Hon. Nanette Demb1tz. Judge
of the Family Court of the State
of New York, City of New York,
addressed herself to areas of
Juvenile Delinquency and Support. She called for a recognition by the courts and legislature of the changing ideas about marriage and status of women and children. Judge Dembitz cited the mequahty of current laws which give husbands
a different right to support than
wives and give children different
rights of support based on their
legitimacy. Although the Equal
Rights Amendment may render
male/female
discriminations
unconstitutional, Judge Demb1tz
called for more comprehensive
legislation. She insisted that
families today are caught in a
conflict of social mores and
antiquated laws.
Hon. Sidney H. Asch, Justice
Supreme Court. State of New
York: Adjunct Professor, New
York Law School, spoke on the
problems of criminal Justice
sentencing. He asserted that no
judge can be satisfied by im posing a jail sentence. Most
recognize today that the im prisoned criminal won't be reformed or deterred. Smee the
emphasis Is on speeding the
criminal to prison and then
"storing·• him the jail sentence
really only benefits the community by removing a menace
for a period of time. Judge
Ascbe affirmed the need to deal
with the root causes of crime
and to recogmze that problems
are not solved by putting a defendant in prison.
Following the Panels. alumni
faculty. students and guests
joined for lunch. A portrait of
Hon. Charles W. Froessel was
presented by his sister-in-In·
(continued on page 11)
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Parole Procedures And Rights:
Vital Element Of Penal Reform
By HON. HAMILTON FISH, JR.

CONGRESS: Member of the
Judiciary Committee, serving on
Subcommiuee
of Patents,
Trademarks and Copyrights. E·
leczed to Republican Policy
Committee.
Member of the
Franklin D. Roosevelt Memo·
rial Commission. Congressional
Advisor to the U.S. DelegatioJ1
to the first preparatory meeting
of the U.N. Conference 011 the
Human Environment.
EDUCATION: Artended primary and secondary schools
both in Washington, D.C. and
Orange County, New York.
A.B. degree, Harvard College,
1949, majoring in American History. Attended Harvard Gradu·
ate School of Public A dmi11istratio11, Cambridge, Mass. Law degree,
New York University,
1957.
PUBLIC SER VICE: Vice-Consul, U.S. Foreign Service posted
in Dublin, Ireland, 1951-53. Attorney with New York State Assembly Judiciary Committee.
Prior 10 election, practiced law
in New York City, and later in
Poughkeepsie and Millbrook.
Former Dutchess County Civil
Defense Director.

The Committee on the Judiciary of the U. S. House of Representatives is currently involved in an effort which aims
at dealing with the crisis situation in our nation's prisons.
As a member of this Committee,
I have been privileged to become deeply involved in these

legislation is still in the formative states, and certainly needs
revision, it contains many of
the elements essential for effective parole reform.
The U. S. Board of Parole
presently consists of an 8 man
panel, serving for overlapping
terms of six years. The Board
functions
both as a policymaking and administrative body.
They have jurisdiction over all
federal prisons and, along with
only eight bearing examiners,
are called to make approximately
20,000 decisions regarding parole applicants annually.
In
addition to considering applications for parole, the Board
administers parole for deportation, issues warrants for
parole violators, conducts revocation hearings, promulgates
rules and regulations for the
supervision, discharge
from
supervision, or recommitment
of parole prisoners.
Right now, a prisoner generally
becomes eligible for parole when
he has served one-third of his
sentence (or in the case of life
sentence, 15 years), a condition
which is fixed by law and the
18 U.S.C.
sentencing judge.
4201. The remaining two-thirds
of his time as a prisoner falls
within the jurisdiction of the
Parole Board. . . Thus, in
terms of length of punishment
the Parole Board wields more
power than the entire federal
judiciary.
INDEPENDENT PAROLE
BOARD

\.~\.s'\a\\'I'> cl..,\.\'-.,Ta~<>\\s.

During" this two year period,

many hours of hearings have
been conducted with expert witnesses ranging from former
Attorney General Ramsey Clark
to labor leader James R. Hoffa.
In fact, our Subcommittee began
this important inquiry before
the occurrence of the tragedies
at San Quentin and Attica made
this a fashionable subject for
reformers.
Also, during this period, the
Committee members have travelled to visit numerous correctional institutions. Among those
I have visited included: San
Quentin, Walpole Prison (Massaachusetts), Lorton Reformitor:
and Lewisburg Federal Penitentiary (Pennsylvania. Through
such on-site visits I feel that
we have come to better understand the actual conditions and
visit personally with the inmates.
They were able to be most frank
regarding their problems and
grievances. Their list of reforms is long and probably most
familiar to students of law. They
include: treatment of minorities, visitation rights, inmate
health and safety, censorship
of mail and reading materials,
drug treatment programs, sexual
rights, religious freedom, and of
course, the death penalty itself.
PRISONER'S RIGHTS
One subject that was repeatedly raised as a necessary area for
reform was existing parole reform procedures and the lack of
prisoner rights both under Federal and state parole systems.
The SUbcommittee on which I
serve is now engaged in a detailed analysis of federal parole
In fact, we are
procedures.
considering proposed legislation - H. R. 13118 - which
would implement a substantial
and comprebensive reform of the
existing Federal laws on parole
(18 U.S.C . SS4201-4210). While

H. R. 13118 has the dual aim

of making the Parole Board more

independent and insuring that
prisoners are afforded due process rights in parole proceedings. At present, the Board is
a component of the Department
of Justice and has been severely
criticized as being too susceptible to political whims and
bureaucratic budgetary controls.
Recently, such political influence
charges became national news
in connection with the cases of
Jimmy Hoffa and the Berrigan
brothers.
Under the proposed legislalion, the Parole Board would be
taken out from under the control
of the Attorney General and made
a completely independent administrative agency. Further,
the bill would alter the notoriously secretive and arbitrary
procedures
of the Board by
ma.king it a statutory requirement that a prisoner have a
right to an attorney at the parole
determination hearings. Furthermore, the measure would require that all decisions of the
Parole Board be put in writing.
At this time the Parole Board
is not required to list or explain_ any of its reasons for
ienymg a pnsoner parole.
ARCHAIC STATUTE
The existing statute sets down
three criteria by which the Board
is to judge an individual prisoner's eligibility (or parole.
These are: (1) whether the prisoner has observed the rules
or the Institution in which he is
confined; (2) whether there is a
"reasonable probability" that the
prisoner will remain at liberty
without violating the laws; and
(3) whether his release in "incompatible" with the wellare of
society. The last two elements
of the test are vague and call
for obviously difficult prospective judgements by Board
members. H. R. 13118 attempts

to set more definitive and fair
guidelines for the parole board
in judging
individual cases.
Among them:
family status;
employment skills; history or
narcotics or alcohol use; community resources to assist the
parolee; as well as, behavior
whI!e incarcerated. Most significantly, the bill would shift
the burden of proof iron the
prisoner to the Parole Board
at the parole determination hearing. So, it would be incumbent
upon the Board to demonstrate
(in writing) that the release of
a specific prisoner would be
in some way undesirable from the
standpoint of society or the prisoner himself. Finally this
legislation would also liberalize
the time period for parole eligibility - after 30 years of im prisonment {the law is now fortyfive years) or ten years of a
life sentence {now fifteen years).
Few would argue that the
Federal parole system is badly
in need of reform. H. R. 13118
properly focuses on two or the
major needs for reform - (1)
application of due process rights
to parole proceedings and (2)
the intention to insure that Parrole Board decisions are independent of political considerations. However, there are two
additional areas that need legislative attention iC complete
parole reform is to be achieved.
These are the need for additional manpower and the extent
of control that the Parole Board
should have over a parolee's
activities.
ACTlON NEEDED NOW

REPRESENTATIVE HAMILTON FISH, Jr.

legislation can provide an incentive and blueprint for the
states to undertake similar reforms
of their own parole
systems. Hopefully, these long

overdue
just the
hensive
existing

changes will also be
beginning of a comprelegislative revision of
correctional practices.

Novel N.J. Parole Program
Helped By Housing Authority
By Vincent O'Elia
decided lo invest near\y $2.S,000

Draped in the shadow of Jersey to renovate ground Door apartwhite
elephant (better ments to pz·ovide olfice and Jiving

City's

There is no question but that known as the Medical Center) space for PROOF. Walls were
if this bill or a similar one stands a six building low-income removed, panelling installed and
is enacted, increased burdens housing complex. It is named kitchen, lounging and sleeping
Montgomery Gardens because it quarters were provided. The
will be placed on the Parole
Board and there will be a need faces Montgomery Street. The state rents the facilities for $900
462 families who reside there per month. Normal rental for
for additional manpower. As
mentioned previously, remark- are 65% black, 5% Puerto Rican the area prior to renovation was
p50 a month. Therefore, alably, the Board now functions and 30% white.
Inconspicuously nestled on the though, the approval of PROOF
with only eight hearing examiners. Board Chairman George first floor of 565 Montgomery was without HUD Regional Office
Reed admits they could effec- Street is a renovated five-room permission, the Housing Authotively use three or four times apartment which houses a novel rity will realize its initial in, as many examiners right now. corrections facility and 14 paro- vestment in less than two and one
; It is my view that in clarifying lees from New Jersey's prisons. half years, and the parolees also
prisoners rights and insuring Here trained personnel assisted benefit.
a responsive parole system, that by student volunteers work on a The state of New Jersey, on the
Congress must be willing to 24 hour basis assisting the paro- other hand, does not insist on
correspondingly bolster the lees during the transition from large sums from those parolees
who are employed.
Each is
expertise and manpower of the openitentiary to civilian life.
charged a
meager amount.
Administrative mechanism. One
PROOF accepts what the men can
P.R.0.0.F.
of the major drawbacks, then of
affored to pay.
H. R. 13118 is that it fails to
The
program is
called In principle, with each new
provide for this badly needed
P.R.O.0.F. -- Parole Resource parolee job placement should be
additional manpower.
However, Mr. Tom
Under the present statute the Office and Orientation Facility - - easier.
charge,
Parole Board bas vast discr~tion and in three years it has "gra- Atkinson, officer in
is
not
the
case.
stated:
"This
duated"
over
200
men.
This
with respect to the terms and
conditions
under which
a "half-way house" is the first So far we have been unable to conparolee is released. Certainly, program of its kind in New vince companies to provide our
there is no question but that Jersey and one of the first in men with adequate, skilled jobs.
There still exists a reluctance
considerable supervision and the country.
This unique operation demon- on the part of some employers
monitoring are neeced to serve
society's interests and to bring strates to the parolee that people to hire parolees. Many comabout final and complete rehabi- care about him and that Ile can panies do, however, privide exopportunities for our
litation of the parolee. How- become productive. A parolee cellent
men."
needs
someplace
where
be
can
ever, these powers have at times
been arbitrarily exercised and tt ,relax, readjust; a home. Parolees
LIMITS RECIDIVISM
come to this "home" skilled and
been arbitrarily exercised and
unskilled;
employed
and
unemthe First Amendment rights of
Because of the Criminal Justhe parolee unnecessarily re- ployed; secure and insecure. It tice System's major problems
is
often
difficult
to
rely
on
stricted or hampered. Sobell v.
(e.g., inequality of treatment to
family or friends.
Reed, 327 F. Supp 129A (S.D.
rich and poor, recidivism, inproThe
administrator
or
the
New York, 1971). Thus, parole
ability
to process defendants
reform legislation should permit gram and founder of proof, quickly ... ) every program which
Domenick
Sparaino,
provides
limits on the rights of free
claims success should be carespeech, assemlby, or expres- counsellors, educators and ·a fully evaluated. PROOF, under
sion only when the Board can future to the parolees. Three the direction of the New Jersey
demonstrate that there is a com - years ago Sparaino went to the Department of Institutions and
Jersey City Rousing Authority
pelling state interest.
with an idea. Through the efforts Aiencies, Division of Correction
With the proposed "Parole Reand Parole, has enjoyed unparalform and Procedure Act of 1972," of the Housing Authority under leled success. The program,
the
direction
of
Ettore
Vignone,
Congress has an important opdrawing on information obtained
Executive Director, space was
portunity to modernize the rigid
from the International Half-Way
and antiquated Federal Parole provided for PROOF.
In 1969 the Rousing Authority
(continued on page 16)
System. At the same time, such

.J.
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The Ballad Of
John And Richard

URBAN UNDEVELOPEMENT
People who live in cities are helpless because an inordinate amount of political power is concentrated in the
hands of both state and national legislators who have little sympathy for or
understanding of urban problems.
The pattern of American life is
changing. Fewer and fewer people are
needed on the land. Fewer unskilled
jobs are available. Desperate people,
unskilled, unemployable, rootless, angry,
flock to the cities. The city needs help
with its welfare programs. No help is
forthcoming.
New York is not a heavy industry
town like Cleveland or Pittsburgh, filled
with highly-skilled, highly-unionized and
highly-paid workers. Many people on
New York's work force work at marginal service jobs and earn minimum
wages. We need money to keep public transportation fares down. But upstate legislators don't appear to understand this. In their communities, practically everyone has a car, even if it's
only a jalopy.
The city has to pay hundreds of
hours of overtime to the police because
it is the headquarters of the United Nations. A mission is threatened. A po·
liceman is assigned to guard it. An accident to a diplomat could cause a
serious international incident; a policeman is assigned to him. Why won 't the
N~'\.ional Go'le'Cl\It\~nt. teirnb'llne '\ls fo't

the monies we have spent in furtherance
of this Government's policies?
Museums are broke. Libraries can't
afford to remain open. A poSSJble subsidy for the arts? For theater? Don't
bother to mention it.

One gets the feeling that most legislators have never been to a museum, a
concert, an opera, a lecture, a ballet, a

library, a play that isn't a musical comedy and that they are totally indifferent
to the survival of these institutions.
But flourishing institutions such as
these are part of the organic life of a
healthy city. A city through its ability
to "store up the past" in its libraries
and museums, to perform great classical
dramas in its theaters, becomes a treasure-house of man's finest past creations,
and an inspiration to him for future creation. These treasures belong to every·
one, not just the people who live here.
Those who live in the city or visit
it have the right to walk down clean and
safe streets. They have the right to ride
to see the treasures of the city via clean,
safe, convenient and inexpensive public
transportation.
Without a doubt, a healthy city
spinning out ideas and controversies is
our best insurance against stagnation.
When cities go, civilization goes. For
example, the collapse of city life during
the Dark Ages in Europe was accompanied by a total deterioration of intellectual life.
Those of us who love the idea of
living in a city, its excitement, its challenge, stand by helplessly and watch our
cities deteriorate because of the insensitivity of the majority of legislators who
either do not understand the idea of a
city, or who understand it and resent the
challenge its open forum of ideas presents· to the traditional values of "Middle America," values through which
they have risen to power.
Our cities are the sacrificial victims
of a sentimental myth espoused by rural
and suburban legislators of a time that
never was, of a place that never was
(Andy Hardy's home town), of a degree
of rural rectitude and virtue that most
certainly never was.

EQ UIT AS TRIBUTE
The new editorial board of EQUITAS wishes to pay tribute to the graduating editors: Editor-m-Chief, Marvin
Ray Raskin, and Managing Editor, Vincent J. D'Elia, both of whom are going
on to conquer new fields of glory.
Under Mr. Raskin's editorship,
EQUITAS achieved new standards of excellence both in news reporting and in
hard-hitting editorial commentary.
Mr. Raskin always observed the
rules of fair play. Critical letters and
articles, for example, were submitted to
the people they criticized before publication of the newspaper in order to give
them the opportunity to reply because
he felt the defense should receive as
much publicity as the offense. Though
he published much sharp criticism during his tenure as Editor, he never
stooped to petulant personal attack or
scurrilous innuendo.
The editor pursued guest columnists indefatigably in an effort to bring to
the students of NYLS the views of important legislators and administrators-many times in articles written exclusively for EQUIT AS.
Mr. Raskin's skills as an editor were
matched by his skills as an administrator.

He managed to work harmoniously with
people of varied and conflicting temperament, and he managed to get them to
work productively with each other.
No man, not even one with the protean talents of Mr. Raskin, can put out
a newspaper without help, and indeed
EQUITAS was fortunate in the assistance of an equally superb Managing Editor, Vincent Joseph D'Elia, who has the
distinction of being the only running
back in America who is also a superb
copy editor. Mr. D'Eha's tireless efforts on behalf of EQUITAS were indispensible to its success.
We, the new Editorial Board, wish
to thank Messrs. Raskin and D 'Elia for
all the help they have given us in this
trans1tion period. We wish them luck
and fulfillment m the years ahead. We
are sure that in their future careers they
will continue to be as outstanding and
dynamic as they have been in the past.
Finally, we want to say that we are
going to do our utmost to follow in the
footsteps of these two men and uphold
the high standards of excellence which
they were able to establish by the ell.
penditure of time, labor and love.

By MARVIN RAV RASKIN

Hey, speaking about the Greek,
wanna ask him down for a smoke?

"Many among men are they who
set high . . . .the show of honor
yet break justice." Agamemnon

JOHN: Yea. I think the change
of space would do him good. He
is sWl squawking about the Commission Report on Marijuana
and Drug Abuse. He thinks we
put the political fix on ... Come
to think of it we better let the
Greek pass cause you remember
the last time we fed bis head..
All he wanted to do was beat
up on a long hair. My God . . .

"I destest that man who hides
one thing in the depths of his
heart, and speaks forth another."
Homer

JOHN:
Dig it Dicky, do you
want to roll or should I?
RICHARD:
No man I'll roll.
Yours are always too fat in the
middle.
JOHN:
(breathing in deeply)
Where did you cop this stuff
anyway?
RICHARD: Ob Johnny (giggle
giggle)
you always ask the
silliest questions. You know that
the girls have been my suppliers
since Fast Eddy got busted.
JOHN: Yea! Right arm baby
that's real ridgy. Boy, would
"Waterfall Lip" dig this head!
RICHARD: Yea, her mouth would
really be dry, Ha, ha, get it
John?
JOHN: (Pause) Where's Jedger
Dicky? Wasn't be supposed to
join us here in the state of
Euphoria?
RICHARD: Yea, but he's always
chicken cause he thinks the room
is bugged by the American Civil
Liberties Union.
JOHN: Ab heck, that job of bis
makes him paranoid. Him and
his golly jeepers Federal Busting
Interest.

He is so hard to control when
he's high ! ! He should stick
to his booze.
RICHARD: Yea, I guess you're
right again Johnny boy. But
1 wanna have a party . . . .
better yet lets have an orgy.
Wow man, a real orgy with
girls with big nabs nabs! ! Outa
state man, what a cool,groooovy
and keen idea.

JOHN: No you don't chief. ..
you know the phone is tapped and
I don't want a bust on my resume.

JOHN: Keep your head chief.
You act like them long-haired
faggot commie pinko liberals ..
someone may think you been
gettin' chummy with the Democrats. Remember that promise
you made to me before the election. You said you were the
King Bee and you were gonna
sting them blasted lilly livered
bleeding hearts with a swarm of
wasps.

RICHARD: Stop worrying Johnny
Boy. After the job you have
now you can only go higher, ha
ha ha, get it? (holding the phone)
Ah, the damn line is busy again.
She is probably yapping with
your old lady about whether we
should Jet the Greek off his
leash this week-end.

RICHARD: Dammit Johnny Boy,
it's just no fun bein' the number
one man around. I wanna groove
on the cool things happnin' and
dig life. Everyone and their
brother been bad mouth in' me
aJl over the place. I oughta
smack it all away . . . . pass
the spoon man.

RICHARD:
Ya know, I think
I'm gonna get the old lady on
the horn and see if she wants
to hop the plane down to San
Peyote and make a bil
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\LETTERS TO THE EDITO~
Its,...,_

EQUITAS invtue
to write " Letters to the Editor" on any
topic,.... ., to the N- Yortc L - School communi ty. TIM right to
edit 1et18rs to cont- to . - ,-quir- nu is r..-nd by Equita

Wiggins
Complains

Why do "they" t reat us this
Letten ShoulCI be Mnt either to the EClllor of EQUITAS, New Yor k L I W
way?
School, N.Y.C., N.Y. 10013, or CleposlteCI In the E QUITAS mailb ox on
Someone has failed to tell
the nuin floor of the law school bullCll119.
klhem" that New York Law School
is allegedly training professionals. Two years ago when
I began school, I was struck
not with the demand for professional conduct, but with the
TO THE EDITOR:
representative that the questton· lack of it. Students are treated
I am shocked, though not sur- naire has been discussed by the not as Professionals-or future
prised, to learn tbat Equ1tas faculty and will continue to be Professionals-but as parolees.
bas decided not lo print the gfren the ir co11sideration so that We are trusted only when we
results of the faculty evalua- it may serve a useful purpose. are in full view . The idea that
tions, recently released by the Therefore, any complaint that are in full view. The idea that
By the poll is being purposely ,g- one can not be trusted to verStudent Bar Association
lfy his own attendance one day,
any criteria, these results are rwred ,s unfounded.
Moreover, we do believe and then the next , be eligible
unews" both to students and
that one of the legitimate fun c- to practice lav. in those states
alumni.
Equitas seems less inclined to- tions of the n e wspaper is to en- now requiring Bar exams seems
wards the investigative and hance and publicize the im •~e to exemplify this lack of trust
analytical runetions or a free of the school. But this belief in the professional responsibility of New York Law School.
press and more in the so called has never diverted EQUITAS
The three years of Law School
"public relations" !unction of a from its main journalistic dutybouse organ. In the words or a to report fully on all matters is a molding process. In order
to actually practice in the legal
member or Equitas · editorial
EQUITAS has priflled
board: "let· s race it. Equitas both sides of any and every
community a certain discipline
must be instilled in the indiis a good IMAGE BUILDER to controversy presented at the
the alumni " Whether this view law school. The student newsvidual, but this obhgallon of the
student is not a one-way street.
is correct or not (I certainly paper of New York law School
The School and the Law have an
doubt that it is correct) It should speaks for itself.
obligation to change as the times
not be a relevant consideration
change. A Law School. like the
in running a newspaper.
Law, must adapt' re either is too
or special interest in the farigid, they will suffer the inculty evaluation was that on an
evitable loss of respect. New
overall basis, Dean Rafalko was
" I don't know if I can express
York Law School must adapt
rated lower than ALL other
the anger r feel at my own party The student of the 1970's is not
faculty members. Perhaps this
is what motivated Equitas in its leadership," he said. " My party the same as the student of the
is dying today. II Agnew, Mit- 1930's.
decision to kill the stor y.
chell and Nixon stay in, there
Why does New York Law School
will be no Republican party by maintain the status quo? No one
Sincerely,
the year 1976. Now I don't know cares! The Board of Trustees
Alan T. Kaplan
If that is necessarily bad with
does not care enough to ask the
the direction that the party is students for advice. The Alum01
EDITOR/Al REPLY
moving in tOday, but the Demo- Association does not care enough
cratic Party isn't much better. to attract recent graduates. The
It is unfortunate indeed I sit in the House of Representat..dmini.s\ration does no\ care
that a future member of our \ \-ves \lt\der ~mocra\\c comm,\enough to li.gh\ tor a placement
profess/on should quote out of

EQUITAS Criticized

WHAT MADE
MC CLOSKEY RUN

tee chairmen and they're j ust as
context 11 material statement of recal citrant, Just as reactionary officer. The faculty does not
care enough to aid and evaluate
a party representing an organiza· as the worst Republicans we
its own members. These attition he wishes to criricize, espe·
have ."
tudes must be dealt with' This
cially when the misquotation is
Far from seeing himself as "''Ill require work on the part of
the basis for his argument.
the radical Republican, Mc all or us.
£QUITAS has been ac· Closkey seems to see hi mself
The areas of the School that
cused of not facilitating the as the traditional Republican.
demand immediate attention have
flow of information regarding He's quick to defend the herithe SBA faculty poll Is there tage of the Republican Party: not changed since I entered Nev.
York Law School. Placement.
a student in the school who the concern for the individual,
does not know the results of civil rights, the precision of exams, scheduling of classes.
a program to assist teachers to
the poll' The results have been
law and government bylaw rather teach more effectively and for
posted on every floor for the than whim. He simply abhors
those who do not progresslast two weeks.
Richard Nixon for being two- proper action, student represenThere is presently a mini· faced, and hypocritical.
tation on all decision-making
ma/ amount of space available
"The thing that really got me, bodies so "they" can be educated.
in each issue of EQUITAS due into this contest against him,"
a r e-evaluation or our curricuto publication costs.
Every said McCloskey, "is when this
lum in hght of Multi-State Bar
newspaper musr make editorial guy said there was a date ror
Exams, and additional programs
decisions based on priorities of ending the war. It's election day,
to utilize our greatest asset.
space and newsworthiness To 1972. Because be knew that by
proxumty to the Courts Next
take space to inform students that election day be would have
year we must show them. not
of all data already within their to be in a posture that the Amwhere "they" are wrong. but
knowledge, a11d thus prevent erican people would accept. And
where v.e feel we are rigbl.
student articles fro m appearing, that's what really caused me to
is wasteful and irresponsible.
get in and try to run it up to
BOB WIGGINS
In additio n, EQU/TAS has March of 1972 instead of waiting
been informed b> the faculty until November."
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Roy Cohn Reminisces
TO THE EDITOR:

misuse or power of the press

Mr. Raskin apparently caught
my book "McCarthy" (Joe), and
asked me to write on the power
of the press to destroy. My
first reaction was not to do it
on grounds of embarrassment-because the press didn't destroy me. It ·s like going to the
dentist for an excruciating toothache and then having it completely abate as you enter b;s
office.

in my case is that of LIFE

NYLS PRAISE
But I knew l would write the
article; certain elements of the
press did try to do me in in
every possible way; and I was
not about to decline an opportunity to renew my life-long
affiliation with New York Law
School
My father was graduated first
in his evening class from New
York Law School in 1907 He
went on to become Chief Assistant District Attorney, County
Judge, Justice of the Supreme
Court, and for thirteen years,
Justice of the Appellate Division, First Department. When
I was an aspiring law student,
far more judges in our area
were graduates of New York
Law School than any other After
the school had closed for the
war years (Second World War)
and agreed to permanently surrender its charter, my father
led the successful move to have
the agreement set aside. and the
school re-opened.
Shortly after my graduation
from Columbia Law School. l
became
an Assistant Umted
States Attorney and was assigned to argue appeals before the
Second Circuit Court ofppeals.
\ deve\oped a memorab\e tr \endsbip with one of its j udges.

Jerome N Frank. himself a
part-time Professor at Yale Law
School, and Trustee of the reopened Nev. York Law School.
On his recommendahon, I became an instructor al New York
Law and progressed (or atrophied) to the rank of Professor.
I enjoyed every minute of ii.
Even
though time demands
limited me to an hour a week
or teaching, I don ·t thmk I missed
many students who passed
through your portals in those
years. I constantly encounter
one or more or them - - and am
amazed at their affluence m
life.
Many law school grads own r es taurants. garment center businesses, real estate - - but they
all attribute much of their good
fortune to Jaw s chool training.
When my old political enemy.
Mr. Robert Morgenthau, became
the United States Attorney and
tried with fanatical devotion (for
seven years) to put me in ja il -preferably Attica -- r 9;as denommated an " AdJunct.. Professor at New York Law. l
figured this meant some Trustees thought I was "too controversial" and s hould stay away - so I have. But many of the students and offlc1als haven·t stayed
away from me. At points during
my three criminals trials. Dan
Gutman. who was Dean when I
taught at NYLS testified as a
character witness for me. At
the trial at which Bernard M.
Baruch was a character witness
for me, so were two students
from New York Lav. School.
The opportunities m la"' are
as great or gr eater today than
ever before. And talent. particularly in the field or crimmal
law. seems to be at a low ebb.
New York Lav.· School can do
much to fill the gap.
PROSTITUTE JOURNALISM

V . 10017

The most glaring example of

magazine. Twice LIFE published
devastatingly inculpatory articles
against me on the eve of my
trial on criminal charges. It is
without question that the articles
were written in collaboration
with my prosecutor, Mr. Morgenlbau, and were time purposely to influence prospective
jurors at mu forthcoming trial.
In 1969, the presiding judge
with LIFE pleaded in thenameof
!air play to bold up the article
until after my trial. LlFE sluffed
off his entreaties -- and the
article appeared three weeks before my triaJ began. I survived.
I was acquitted unanimously of
each charge m each of three indictments.
Morgenthau failed
to muster one vote out of 36
jurors. I was fortunate - - I
bave two law partners , Tom
Bowlan and Dan Driscoll, wbo
are more capable than aJl or
Morgentbau's minions. I also
had able trail counsel, Frank
Raicble or Buffalo and Joseph E.
Brill. I had the support of hundreds of solid friends -- many
of them with roots at New York
Law School. And l had the benefit or the 1ury system that stands
between every defendant and the
almost unlimited power of a
motivated prosecutor like Morgenthau or J im Garrison of
New Orleans.
But how about those who get
pilloried in the press, and can ·1
or mistakenly don't fight back?
Justice Mitchell D. Schweitzer
1s a prime examole. After a
quarter-century Judicial career
without blemish. which had won
the unstinting praise of Distnct
Attorneys Frank S. Hogan and
Bur ton Roberts. the wolves in
\\\e p ,·e:;s \oo\< al\c\' 'n\tn.

Senate

,._

commlllee (talk a bout

McCarthyism). star ring liberal
Senator Charles Percy of Illinois, used tnple hearsay testimony of a fug1hve ex- convict
with a mental history to sub1ect
J udge Schwitzer to an officially sponsored lynch party in every
paper throughout the nation.
To the eternal regret or many
of us who know htm . he took
the wrong advice. and didn't
fight back. With all he had to
say - - disposition of 17 .000 cases
without cr1hc1sm. persuasive
factual defense as to each of the
charges and exposure or their
motivation, a record of unique
service to the community (creation o( the Free Eye and Dental
Chnic. among other good works)
--with all of this to say, he
said nothing. and was eaten
alive by the press.
It can
happen.
I am fortunate that
it didn't happen to me. and I
hope to work to see that 11
doesn 't happen to other s.
Sincerely,
Roy M . Cohn
I HVL 'T TIii-:. t l THOR

.-Is 011 .-lssista11t U11it,:d
S r11tt·s -I ttum,·y . .llr. Coh11 was
a pro.t1'c11ror 11/ rltt• Ruse11b,:rg
aro m ·spy trial. .-1 t 1S. he be·
<'a/Ill' S11t•cial .-lssisra11t t <J th,:
U11itl'd States .-1 rtom<') ' General
Jur lllrcmal S,•,·11rity. and the11
Ch it•/ Cm 111sd to the Senate /11·
l'<'St(l!at11111s S11ftcu111111 ittce. .-1 t
-15. h e is s,•11iur parw,•r ui th.:
/all' Jirm OJ Sax ,•. Ba,•Q11 & 8 1J·
/a11. .lfr. Cu h11 has \\'Tlttt:11 rwu
huoks:
",\JcCarth ,. " and ..__,
F1>ul Ji>r a Cl1t·11 t ·:- ( being r,:·
h•as,•d in p<>d, ,•tbu uk Jorm by
D<'11 (I/IS 11/1)1/(h /. a11J is WrJfk •
i11g 011 a th ird

EQUITAS thanks Mrs. Block
for stamps.
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Sacks, Entin, Schwartz
Head Editorial Board
By Mike Lipson

Tbis issue of EQUITAS is the
first to be published under the
auspices of a new editorial board.
As of March Z0,197Z, the new
editors are Renee Sacks, Alan
Schwartz, and Richard C. Entin.
They succeed Editor-In-Chief
Karvin Ray Raskin and Vincent
J . D'Elia (Associate and Managing Editor).
Renee Sacks, a first-year day
student, graduated from Oberlin
ColJege and taught high school
English in the New York school
system. She is an Executive Editor.
Also named Executive Editor
was Alan Schwartz. Mr Schwartz,

a third-year night student, is
a Yeshiva University graduate.
Richard C. Entin, the third Executive Editor • is a second-year
day student and a graduate of
Fairleigh Dickenson University.
When asked about their choices
for the editorial posts, Mr. Raskin remarked " My confidence
in Miss Sacks, Mr. Schwartz and
Mr. Entin confirms my belief
that the current Editorial Board
will strive to achieve even
greater success for EQUIT AS
and the students of New York
Law School.''
Ref.ecting upon EQUITAS' past
,u.cl future, Vin D'Elia said, ·•1

No Fault Everything
By M. Lipson

Recently the concept of "nofault" automobile insurance has
fired the imaginations, curiosities, and tempers of many insurance executives, lawyers,
legislators and laymen.
Tbe present dialogue between
proponents and opponents of "nofault" is shrouded in controversy
and confusion. There are many
confiicting interest groups inYolved in the debate and it is
doubtlul that the "no-fault" concept will be able to be viewed
in the near-future in a clear and
impartial light.
Proponents of the "no-fault"
concept, lead by Professors
Hobert
Keeton and Jeffrey
O'Connell, insist that the present system of automobile injury
compensation has to be scrapped.
Tbey deplore the tedious litigation, \be high overhead cos\s,
aDd the maldistribution of bene/its to injured victims.
They also suggest that the tortnegligence aspect of the present
"fa.ultn system be eliminated -except in cases involving extensive physical damage and attendant pain and suffering.
NO FAULT: WHERE WILL
THE LAWYERS GO?
11 would be an understatement
to say that the "no-fault" debate
llas left the legal profession in
a yery precarious position. On
the one hand, attorneys are in
large measure responsible for
charting the progress of our
society. On the other hand, attorneys have to make a living.
And, somewhere in between, is
the fact that most legislators
are lawyers, and since public
officials want to be reelected,
they more than usually submit
to the will of the voting populace to stay in power.
Agamst this backdrop are om1DOus statistics concerning the
potential ilnpact of "no- fault"
upon the legal community: In
Massachusetts (where a "nofault" system bas been imple~,. mented) 60% of the lawsuits in
trial courts were for motor
Yehicle cases· since "no-fault's"
implementati~n,
90% of the
State's negligence-tort practice
bas been eliminated. It has
been estimated by insurance experts that nationwide, about ZO%
of the legal profession's annual
in.come (approximately $1.4 billion) comes from fees paid to
attorneys in litigation arising
out of accident liability claims.
ID the New York metropolitan
area, this percentage is even
lligher.
If "no-fault" is implemented,
wtrere will these attorneys go?
Mrs. Kathleen Ryan Dacey, pre.sideot of the Massachusetts Trial
Lawyer's Association, says that

"there really aren't any new
fields of law. . . You can go to a
big firm, but most of them don't
want trial lawyers. The only
other place to go is government, and they only have a lilniled number of places ·•
Robert Keeton , Professor of
Law at Harvard and one of the
drafters of Massachusetts' "nofault" law, acknowledges that
for some lawyer s "there will
be a very difficult adjustment,"
and bis spontaneous off-the-cuff
cur e-all for the legal job problem is for lawyers to fjnd
employment within the criminal
justice system. That is very
noble of Mr. Keeton, but he
should stop dreaming.
THE "NO-FAULT" DILEMMA
'The immediacy of the "nofaull" dilemma bas become all
too apparent. At New York Law
School, first-year students are
now required to take a course
entitled Trial Technique, conceived and taught by Professor
Louis E. Schwartz. Dean Walter
A. Rafalko explained that ''The
course will expose students to
the area of trial work and will
encourage them to become trial
lawyers when they graduate."
It is bitterly ironic that while
students learn about the trial of
an automobile accident case, the
the maJor source of trail practice is threatened with extinction by advocates of "no- fault".
This is not to say that the
course has no value, for it does.
It just means that an important
facet of the legal profession
might not be around too much
longer.
The dust still hasn't settled
concerning the "no-fault" debate. Many different bills have
been proposed in New York as
well as around the country. The
results from Massachusetts· experiment with a form of "nofault ," although initially promising, will not be forthcoming
for a while. II will take years
before the various ''no-fault"
proposals are all tested and compared with our present system.
It will also take years for legal
practitioners to adjust themselves to finding jobs in other
fields of law.
REASONS FOR "NO· FAULT
Proponents of "no-fault" are
vociferous in attacking the present "fault" system.
ln bis
book entitled THE INJURY L"IDUSTRY--AND THE REMEDY
OF NO-FAULT INSURANCE,
Professor O'Connell says that
"We have devised just about
the worst system imaginable:
A system that not only fails to
(continued on page 14)

feel very fortunate to have worked
with and for Marvin Ray Raskin whom I think bas done an
excellent job for EQUIT AS and
New York Law School. After
THE three second-year students
quit EQUITAS, immediately following arbitrallon under the auspices of our advisor, a sense
of unity pervaded EQUIT AS. I
am sure the new Editorial Board,
mawtaining this sense of unity,
will function well together and
produce another award-winning
newspaper...

EQUITAS Editors from left to right Alan Schwartz, Renee Sacks
and Richard C. Entin.

What We Are; What We Can Be
By Tony Bergamo

New York Law School's history is filled with the memory
of faculty and graduates, who
have held every position in
government, industry, and the
In the 80
legal community
years oI the school"s existence,
the office of President, U. s
Senator, Supreme Court Justice,
Secretary of State, N. Y. Court
of Appeals Judge, and Mayor.
have been held by members or
the NYLS community.
Unfortunately, many people in
the profession and the student
body are not aware of our history nor of the quality education we presently can receive.
After speakmg to members of
the administration, faculty and
students, I have formulated a
plan, to enhance the school 's
image and promote a better student attitude. There are about
378 students in the day, 368 in
the evening classes, and over
5000 alumni, which could be
utilfaed as tbe nucleus.
I propose a $100.00 semester
fee for day students and $75.00
for evening students This fund
would be used to hire a placement director and a public relations man, complete with staff.
The budget would be the $132,000
raised by the additional feel. The
would:
placement director
(l ) set up a lifetime placement
service for alumni,
(Z) establish training sessions on
bow to take interviews,
(3) resume review and printing
serVlce,
(4) contact the legal profession,
industry and government to arrange student interviews,
(5) and establish a placement
service for undergraduates.

rest of our lives and this is a
relativelv small increase in
compari~on to the total cost
of your education.
There aremanyotherprograms
a staff of lhis type could develop.
The S.B.A., Phi Delta

Phi. and EQUIT AS in a united
effort could work out the details and get the idea going.
We've bad enough studies and
papers, let's get moving. Students. unite! You have nothing
to lose but a bad image.

JAB Program Proves To Be
Learning Experience

To better prepare themselves
to practice law, and learn NYC
courtroom procedures, many
NYLS students are working 'directly with judges in the Criminal Courthouse at 100 Centre
Street, three blocks from the
school, under the auspices or
the NYLS Judicial Assistance
Bureau
(JAB) co-directors
George Mayer and Joe Maltese,
second year day students, announced.
Students have responded with
enthusiasm to this program. reporting valuable experiences
such as sittmg on the bench
with the judge during trials,
hearings, arraignments for felonies and misdemeanors, as well
as preparation of law (or memoranda) at the judge's request,
and intervievring attorneys and
prosecutors and researching
their briefs submitted to the
court. In some cases, students
have been asked to draft opinions for the judge's use in de~
ciding certain cases, and have
made substantial contributions
to the resolution of actual court
cases.
Students interested in joimng
the NYLS student-run JAB program may contact the co-direc• * * •
tors during the first two weeks
The public relations director
of the fall , 1972 semester for
would: (l) run an alumni developimmediate placement, which
ment program , (Z) publish an
alumni yearbook containing a covers an eight-week period.
synopsis on each alumnus, his requirmg a mimmum of one
family and career. (3) operate entire day per week. or two
a formal fund raising program, half-days per week. Each stu(4) seek educational grants from dent is permitted to arrange
Ills own schedule to suit bis
the government and foundations,
for faculty development and in- convenience and that of the judge
novative programs, ("5) pubhsh to whom he is assigned.
This voluntary work is nona quarterly newsletter to the
alumm, profession and other law paid. but students report that
colleges, (6) establish and ma.in- 1t 1s a valuable. enr1clung extain press relations to insure perience in gaining msight into
coverage, and get the school re- the judicial decision-making
presented in legal programs process from the judge·s point
similar to J.A.B. and Adminis- of vie\\. The work performed
essentially. 1s that of clerk to a
tration of Criminal Justice.
Inevitably there would be some judge. Students participating in
objections concerning the role of previous semesters mention
the Administration and the in- that they ba-ve received addicrease in twtion fees. But the tional benefits of subsequent paid
Dean is only one man and it is summer employment as well as
unreasonable to expect him to full-time Job referrals and refdo everything. The Judge may erences toward post-graduation
not be of our generation but employment.
The student directors stress
be has done more for our school
than any other alumnus. Even that --the JAB program may be
with the proposed increase the used as a supplement to, but
tuition would still be the lowest not as a substitute for.. Adin the city. We are going to be mmistratlon of Crimmal Jusgraduates or this school for the tice. an elective four-credit

course which includes intensive
field-work in prosecution of
criminal cases in which students work directly with assistand district attorneys handling
all types of criminal cases. from
start to fjnish, including valuable
courtroom trial work.
Students participating in the
JAB program Ibis semester in-

clude: Michael Ascher, Joel
Bacher, Richard Conlan, Joel
Deiflk, Stuart Frum, Gary Gruber, Neal Hirsch, Stephen Lease,
Donald Levin, Arthur Linderman, Jerold Nemetz, and Robert SulUvan. The NYC Criminal
Court is under the direction of
Mr. Justice David Ross, Administrative Judge, and the NYLS
student-run JAB program is administered with the cooperation
of Lester C. Goodchild, Executive Officer of the NYC Criminal Court.
JAB students also have opportunities to do original research
reports for the Criminal Court
itself, which last semester published for use by their judges
a comprehensive 21-page "Guide
to Arraignment Procedures"
written by NYLS students Tom
Matyas, Jeffrey Laden, and Harlene Matyas.
Although no limit has yet been
set on how many students will
be accepted for the Fall. 1972
JAB program, students are advised to apply during the first
two weeks. There are 98 judges
in the system, which covers
the five boroughs of NYC. Outof-state students, as well as
NY residents, are eligible.
The NYC Criminal Court has
jurisdictipn over all NYC felonies, misdemeanors , violations
and traffic infractions. Felony
hearings and arraignments are
conducted by the Criminal Court,
while felony trials are conducted
by the N. Y. Supreme Court. Mis demeanor trials. however. are
conducted by the Criminal Court,
-which also handles all other nonfelony trials and hearings. Their
1971 caseload in NYC included
236.600 arrest cases plus
378.000 summons or appearance
ticket cases. Court personnel
have stated that NYLS students
through the JAB program have
contributed to the favorable reduction tn case load achieved
by this court in l 9'i l .
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Vanden Heuvel Addresses Students On Law Day
Brenner, Moot Court Honored
Seven seniors were inducted
into the "National Order of the
Barristersr commending work
done to improve the Moot Court
Program at
NYLS. Mark
Brenner was awarded a certificate and $100 check from the
American Trial Lawyers Association for bis essay on Environmental Law.
Mr.
Brenner
thanked the Dean and then presented bis check to the Dean
requesting that the funds be given
to the library.
The Moot Court Awards were
presented by Dean Walter A.
Rafalko and Professor Andrew
Simak, Advisor to the Moot Court
Board, during the Law Day Ceremonies at the school.
The students who received the
awards included the National
Moot Court team which successfully represented NYLS in the
Regional competition held last
fall. They are Sharon Spring,

Thaddeus Podbielski, Michael
Rebill.
Others who received
certificates from the national
organization include: Charles
Lavine, Chairman of the Board;
Vincent J. D'Elia, Administrative Director; Dennis Lazar,
Senior Editor; and William
Coleman, Research Editor.
The Moot Court Board accomplished many of its goals this
year. The Board formally set
up editorial positions and divided up the responsibilities of
the officers·. competitions were
held among first and second
year students with each team
arguing both for the appellant
and respondent; and the Board
will publish its manual before
the close of the school year.
This manual will be used as a
guide to students interested in
preparing for appellate argument.

William J. Vanden Heuvel,
chairman of the New York City
Board of Corrections, claimed
that the city bas "reached a
point of public crisis" in its
administration of criminal justice. "
Vanden Heuvel spoke
at the Law Day program May 1.
Claiming that the system of
criminal justice ·•works only
against the poor" in this city,
Vanden Heuvaloutlined four main
areas for reform:
--The bail system. Vanden
Heuvel would replace it with
a ''pretrial procedure" using
churches,
labOr, and other
groups as custodians for suspects.
- -Representation for the indigent, which Vande Heuvel said
was sorely underfinanced.
--Disparity of
sentences
largely stemming from pleabargaining. This could result
in a criminal's being sentenced
to 30 years, in the Bronx, and
three months in Manllattan, for
the same crime.
--Plea-bargaining itself. Over
95% of all criminal proceedings

are resolved that way. Vanden
Heuvel concedes that there may
be merit to the system, but insists that it should be re~ulated
and
made uniformly fair.
Vanden Heuvel ended bis talk
with a call for prison reform,
insisting that prison should be

a "place of opportunity" where
prisoners could re-train
to
remove themselves from a hostile environment. He also said
that prisons could be useful as
"sorting-out" places to detect
addicts, mental defectives, and
incipient delinquents.

V isit ing expert on Law of Evolution talks with incoming Law Forum Editor, L. Sosnowitz.

Rules Or Reality-The Cabbie's Dilemma
By Thomas Fitzgerald Purcell

CABBIE TOM PURCELL

Estate Planning ...

Accurate Wills A Must

(continued from page 2)

Clause of the US Constitution was
"turned upside down" regarding
will and trusts, since in this
field the Supreme Court has generally maintained that state
and local law is supreme. state
and local courts, he added, tend
to strike down racial restrictions but to uphold religious restr ictions. One interesting exception has been in Pennsylvania where it was held that a
tertimentary gift cannot be conditioned upon the recipient remaining in a certain religious
faith because the Commonwealth
as originally founded by William
Penn was premised on the dundamental principle of guaranteeing
religious freedom to all residents. Professor Lusky noted that
testamentary gifts with religious
conditions are more likely to be
upheld where there is an immediate gift, rather than where
there is a trust of continuing
nature requiring future court
superv sion.
Barbara Izett spoke on· ·Qualification of the Marital Deduction
and stressed the need to use
the .. magic words.. of · ·an amount equal to half the adjusted
gross estate .. rather than ..onehalf of the estate .. because the
latter description can create problems since some components of
the estate frequently cannot be
ascertained until after death.
particularly when the Internal
Revenue Service takes the position that girts within three vears
before death must be included in
the taxable estate. The IRS position. she added. is presumptive.
and can often be overcome bv
carefully establishing that the·
gifts were made in fact with a

"life motive'' rather than merely
for the purpose ofavoiding estate
tax.
ADVANTAGES OFINTER- VIVOS
TRUSTS
John F. Ward discussed revocable inter-vivos trust agreements which, he stated, received
wide public attention several
years ago with the publication
of a book HOW TO AVOID PROBATE, written by non-attorney
Norman Dacey, in wllich it is
recommended that a person immediately transfer all his property into a series of revocable
trusts which upon death pass to
others directly, by passing the
estate. Among other advantages,
this practice can save administration expenses, aboid publicity of bequests, and permit uninterrupted flow of funds to family.
Mr. Ward emphasized the importance of using an attorney during
the preliminary steps of determining whether a particular person can benefit from inter-vivos
trusts a~ well as in seeing that
if the person decides to go forwar d, tllat the details are properly taken care of, to be certain that the property will be
administered as the client v.-ishes.
A question-and-answer period
followed the presentations.
EQUITAS thanks Dr. William
Weary for his never•ending efforts on behalf of the Student

Bar Auociation and the news,
paper.

I was driving a yellow taxi
one week-night this past summer when I pulled to a stop
al a traffic light in the vicinity
of the Avenue of the Americas
and 50th St. My cab was lhe
only vehicle at the intersection
and a pedestrian crossing in
front of my cab was apparently

ing and is about to return to the
garage or record; or
(d) it is necessary to take the
vehicle out of service for repairs or to replace or repair
defective equipment ; or
(e) the destination is outside
the city. in which case the driver
shall have the option of accept-

\ne on\1 otneT ~e-cson aro"Und.
1 found myself staring at the

inv. or Telus\.nv. \\,e ca\\.
This rule makes it clear

person

because I fell certain

there is not much that is left

that it was a man, yet he was
dressed like a woman. He had
walked well past my cab when
be caught my stare. smiled and
started toward the taxi.
Another rime, I was driving
in Harlem when a group of young
men hailed my taxi. There were
four of them and one wanted
to sit in the front - at my side.
I dido 't like the idea because
I had had a relatively bad experience a few weeks earlier.
Still another time. I was stopped
at a traffic light in a bad section of Brooklyn when a fellow
came out of nowhere. pounded
on the back trunk to let me
know that he wanted a cab and
then jumped in. All of this happened in a split second.
These situations are frequently
[aced by NYC cabbies in their
daily routines. Some of the stories that rve heard at my garage
make these examples seem tame.
The question that bewilders most
cabbies concerns their obligations in such circumstances. Who
must a cabby take in his taxicab? When can he refuse a fare?
Under authority of Section 4362.0. of the Administrative Code
for the City of NY. the Police
Commissioner has the power
to promulgate the rules governing the drivers of public taxicabs. There are 101 such rules
in all. Rule :42 deals most directly with our question:
A driver shall not. by means
of words. gestures. or any other
means. refuse a call from any
orderly person unless:
(a) a passenger is already r iding in the vehicle: or
(b) the person is carrying any
article or package which could
cause the vehicle to become
stained or evil- smelling. might
damage the interior of the vehicle or may impair the efficient operation of the vehicle: or

to the discretion of the driver .
lt boils down to the fact that
any person who is ··orderly"
cannot be refused by a cabby.
Who determines exactly what
is meant by orderly-?
The former Admimstrator of
lhe Hack Bureau. Mr. Elliot
Racer was questioned with i-egard to this issue. Mr. Rarer
pointed out that a hack driver
is a quasi-public servant ,,ho
has a duty to pil'k up members
of the public ana take them to
their destination within the five
boroughs . The supervision of
the cabbies once was under the
police. but now it is under the
Taxi and Limousine Commission.
If a complaint is lodged against
a hack driver. then he is called
for a hearing. As one can see
from the rule cited. there is
really no valid defense that a
cabby can offer which stems
from fear. discretion. safety.
or protection. A bad experience
in the past is no defense. The
punishment will depend upon tbe
cabby's record and ran rang:e
anywhere fl"om light suspension
to revC1cation of the hack li-

tc) the driver has stopped hack-

that

cense.
So. what do cabbies do when
confronted with a potentially dangerous situation·? The answer
to \his question can be best
given by each individual l·abby.
Each driver has his own wav
of handling such cases. With
racial tension and challenges
of prejudice plaguing every potential change in the city·s Laws.
this rule is admittedlv h;1rd to
alter. However. to ma"nv of the
wo:·king class. this is just another example of the law·s inability to deal with things as
they really are.
Should a cabbv be allowed to
choose whom he.picksup'Should
a cabby be allowed to use his
discretion with regard to potential riders·? I would like to sav
··no" and ar11:ue that there are

mostly good people in this city
and that hence not on<! person
should be refused if orderly no matter how much he spells
trouble to the cabby. But rve
been driving a taxi in New York
for nearly a y<!;11• and I am
realistic enough to know that
the answer has to be yes".
0

Simalc Announces

New Acquisitions
One of the biggest complaints
voiced by the students of New
York Law School is the inadequacy of the library. The
library receives the brunt of
student disharmony whenever the
subject of acrreditation is
brought up.
According to Professor Simak.
our librarian. we now possess
lbe requisite number of volumes
necessary for recognition by the
AALS.
111 fart. Professor Simak ~as
also procured several volumes
of books available to the students dealing with various aspects of the law. These books
can be borrowed from our library for use by the students at
home.
A complete list of th.e~e rec~nt
acquisitions is reprinted aier
this article. included am ng
the authors are F. Lee Bail y.
Willaim 0. Douglas. San or
Frankel and Sidney H. Asch.
just to name a few .
Basically. what this means is
that the image of our library
is unde1·going a change from a
purely research facility to one
where collateral material on the
law is now. and will continue
to be made available for use by
students in their varied legal
interests.
NEW YORK LAW SCHOOL
LIBRARY
RECENT :\.C'QULSlTIONS
Andrassy.
,Tu raj.
INTERNATIONAL LAW ..\ND THE RESOllRCES OF THE SEA. New
York.
Columbia University
Press. 19i0. l9lp.
Asch. Sidney H. THE SUPREME
COllRT AND ITS GREAT JUSTICES. New York. Arco Publishing Co .. r l971. 166p.
(continued on p19e 15)
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Sanity And Supression Of Evidence In The War On Narcotics
By HON. THOMASJ. MACKELL, DISTRICT ATTORNEY QUEENS COUNTY
Several weeks ago the Presi- level or buying, the criminal ele- Justice Beadley who wrote that
dent of the United States visited ment would have to steal 4 or opinion chose to base the decision
the County of Queens and called 5 times that sum or about $8 on the Fourth rather than the
drug addiction the nation's dobillion
This assumes, how- Fifth Amendment. ln making
mestic "Public Enemy Number ever, that virtually all the heroin that opinion the majority one
One." President Nixon said is purchased by the criminals by the Court, Clue! Justice Waite
that for traffickers in drugs, when in fact a number of non- and Mr. Justice Miller concurred
on the grounds that the Fifth and
"There should be DO sympathy criminal types also are involved
not the Fourth Amendment was
whatever, and no limit insofar
voilated.
as the criminal penalty is conLUCRATIVE PROFITS
cerned".
PARADOX
A man's heart is where his
The President's press secretary explained that this state- pocketbook lies. The heart of
The sanction or exclusion proment meant that herolo pushers the traffic io herom is its esca- duces this paradox: it escalates
should be prosecuted TO THE lation at each stage of its move- rather than diminishes the power
of the police. Sa.1d Judge CarFULLEST
EXTENT
NOW ment:
$ per kilogram
dozo in rejecting the federal
POSSIBLE UNDER CURRENT
rule of exclusion for New York
LAW
According to disposi- Price of opium to
25 a generation ago· "The pettiest
tions of narcotic cases through- farmer in Turkey
peace officer would have it in
out the State of New York, studied Wholesale price for
by a joint legislative committee herom (Marseilles)
5,000 his power. through overzeal or
indiscretion, to confer immunity
in 1969, prosecution TO THE Border price for
10,000 upon an offender for crimes the
• FULLEST EXTENT NOW POS- hberoin (N. Y .)
SIBLE UNDER CURRENT LAW. Wholesale price (N.Y.) 22,000 most 0ag1hous" Thus, a policemaking a warrantless
220,000 man
leaves
much to be desired. Retail price(N.Y .)
search and succeedmg in the
According to this study, out of
about 18,500 narcotic felony arTHE EXCLUSIONARY RULE
recovery of the weapon used in
a murder, arrogates to himrests, there were only about
The ma1or problem confrontmg self all presidential and guber1,850 narcotic felony convictions
throughout the state. This means law enforcement in controlllng natorial power or pardon by 1m that only one lo ten arrested supply Is the paradox of the munizing a killer from proseand charged with a narcotic judge-made rule that suppresses cution.
The idea behind the deterfelony bad been convicted of a and excludes evidence searched
felony in 1969, statewide. Paren- for or seized 10 violation of rence mechanism is simple. If
thetically, our record in Queens Fourth Amendment guarantee the police fail to comply with
currently is considerably better against unreasonable search and the Constitution in making
than the statewide ratio in 1969. seif.ure. The fifty-five words searches, the courts "punish"
In round numbers, the pohce of that Amendment contain them by refusing to admit the
made 2160 felony arrests for nothing concernmg the admission seized items into evidence. In
narcotics in 1971 and the Dis- or exclusion of evidence unlaw- fact, the exclusionary rule has
trict Attorney and the Grand fully sei1,ed or searched ror. led to a more complicated interJury accused more than 650 of The Amendment prohibits un- action between the Court, the
felonies, or something on the reasonable searches and sei- Constitution, and the police.
The Court in dealing with the
order of about 1 in 3.3 cases. 1,ures. The Amendment says
procedures surroundmg the adThere are two aspects to the nothing about consequences
prob\em ot bero\n addiction:
The llrst suggestion that the ministration
of the Fourth
Supp\y and demand. Law en- Fourth Amendment contained a Amendment bas not yet conl'o~ment
is concerned with
rule of endence appeared in an
froated the issue whether it is
supply. 1'be economics of the opm1on written by one justice fashioning a device to deal with
trafflc is interesting. To ma\n- in 1885. The opinion held I.bat a \be good-[aitb pohceman wbo
taln a supply of heroin calls for person may not be compelled errs or one to keep dishonest
an annual import of between 4 to produce his private books and policemen in line. Increasingand 5 tons of heroin. Since it papers for use against him as ly, however, the Court seems
takes about $30 a day for an proof of crime. The decision to be assuming that it is dealing
A
addict to purchase a shot, the was a sound application of the with the second problem
estimated
money spent on rule of evidence embodied in the concept or the function of the
heroin is $7.5 million a day or Fifth Amendment that no person exclusionary rule that carries
$2.7 billion a year. The theory shall be compelled to be a wit- within it the seeds of its own
ls advanced that to sustain this ness against himself. But Mr. failure.

NEW YORK BAR - JULY EXAM

•
;11·,t){)
BAR REVIEW COURSE
Incorporated under the New York Education Law
and approved for the training of Veterans

ThtJ uniqutJ mtJthod of approach utilized ,n the Course was developed by Joseph L.
Marino and his staff of experienced lecturers and active practicing attorneys, in order to
provide candidates for the New York State Bar Examination with the essentials of proper
preparation: ( 1) a familiarity with the nature of the examination, (2) a ready recall of the
New York Law, (3) a rtJliable method of analyzing complicated fact situations, and (4) a
facility for writing we/I-reasoned answers, (5) a review of yes-no Bar type questions, (6)
rect1nt dtJvttlopment in the law.

District Attorney of Queens County, Thomas Mackell.

D. A. PROPOSALS
No amount of contraband --bard
durgs and weapons -- in circulation in this nation would cause
me to surrender a single iota
of the protection o[ prlvacy contained in the Fourth Amendment.
In
totalitarian nations, uncontrolled power of search ls
first among the powerful weapons
of terror.
The B"1 of Rights
was written and adopted against
the background of knowledge that
unrestricted search and seizure could stifle liberty of expression.
What ought to be done is to
extend and make more effective
the protection of the Fourth
Amendment without letting the
criminal go free because the
Constable has blundered.
I would not abandon the rule
of exclusion until some worthwhile alternative for the protection or privacy can be formulated. Since 1961, we have relied upon this rule as an exclusive remedy for lawless law
enforcement. The rule is not
unliJce the predicament of the
drug addict whose dependence
upon narcotics precludes any
drastic and immediate withdrawal regardless of how futile
continued use may be. As has
been observed by Chief Justice
Burger.
The effective alternative should
begin with Congress. A Federal
Privacy Claims Act should be
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enacted along the following lines:
1) Create a cause of action
for damages sustained by anyone aggrieved by conduct of state
or Federal agents that violates
the Fourth Amendment. Excepted Crom this wou\dbeeavesdroppiog and electronic interceptions. Such unwarranted conduct, though covered by the
Fourth Amendment, is presently
made actionable by Federal
statute.
The cause of action
created could easily be modelled
after the Federal Tort Claims
Act of 1946 and provide for
waiver of sovereign immunity.
2) A Federal tribunal, quasijudicial in nature should adjudicate all such claims. The present Federal Court of Claims
could subsume such jurisdiction.
No jury trial would be allowed,
primarily because of traditional
popular distaste for claimants
who are found io unlawful possession of contraband but insist
their procecural rights have been
violated.
3) This statutory remedy should
be in lieu of the rule of exclusion in any pending criminal
action of evidence obtained in
violation of the Fourth Amendment.
4) Nothwithstanding the statutory action, the exclusionary rule
would still be applied in shocking
cases, for example, the use of
a stomach pump to obtain evidence of possession of narcotics.
5) Nothwithstanding the statutory action, the exclusionary rule
would still apply to any evidence
obtained by government agents
with knowledge that they were
violating the provisions of the
Fourth Amendment.
6) The burden of j!roof in such
civil action that the seizure or
evidence was within the provisions of the Fourth Amendment
should be placed upon the government.
7)
Ao annual report by all
State and Federal Law Enforcement Agencies should be made
to Congress specifying what disciplinary action had been taken
against any officer whose conduct
gave rise to a successful claim
under the proposed Federal Privacy Claims Statute.
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Reis Says:

Need More Middle Class Cops
By Renee Sacks
Lieutenant Ronald Reis
used to be a seama•i. Returning
to dry land. he joined the New
York Police Department and became a detective. While in the
force, he artended City College
where he acquired a B.A. in
philosophy and an M.A. in pub·
lie administration. He is also a
graduate of Fordham Law
School (class of '71) and a mem·
ber of the New York Bar.

Under the auspicesoftheS.B.A.
Speaker's
Program, Police
Lieutenant Ronald Reis addressed the student body of
N.Y.L.S. during the Common
Hour on Wednesday, March 22.
Lieutenant Reis. who is on detached duty from the city police
force, now works in the Mayor's
office, and is a member of the
Criminal Justice Coordinating
Committee, a federally funded
implement to local law enforcement. Some of this money goes
to the police though most of it
goes to the courts. The staff
of the committee focuses on
post-arrest problems, explained
Reis who helped formulate the
committee's annual plan.

up blacks. Most of the demands
for locking up black people, be
asserted, come from black
groups.

said that just as it used to be
"fashionable" to join the Peace
Corps, he hoped that it might
become equally "fashionable" for
people who wanted to change
HOW TO IMPROVE POLICE things to join the police.
FORCE.
Lieutenant Reis discussed the
"How can all this be changed?", success of a plan to recruit
one member of the audience more college graduates to the
police force. The results had
wanted to know.
"David Durk would say," the been disappointing, he admitted,
lieutenant answered, "that more but oddly enough, the campaign
people like us should become had fared better at the ''name"
schools that it did anywhere
cops."
LIEUTENANT RONALD REIS
In the early sixties, police sal- else.
"People at Harvard and Yale
aries were not good.
"We
scratched the bottom of the bar- are not worried about status; at the same time they can be
rel to get policemen. The aver- they can afford the lwmry of compassionate and open-minded
"Today, the force is composed
age l.Q. then was about 92. To- joining the police." At places
day, you can get better cops like City College, it was "up- of 30,000 lower-middle class
because more people are aware. ward mobility all the way." 'rhe Irish Catholics--and i1 they're
Also, the salaries are better. students didn't want to have any- not lrish when they join the
force, they become Irish after
But now, there's a job freeze. thing to do with the police.
Somehow. Reis felt the police they've been on it for a while."
You can't get a police job even
Added Reis, "Sensitivity trainwould have to figure out how to
i1 you want one."
"It's a status thing," Reis con- attract people who have a social ing for these people is a lot of
baloney. A man's opinions are
tinued. "Lawyers don't become commitment to do "good."
The lieutenant, who can't be pretty well formed by the hme
cops--workers do." But the policeman has real power in deal- accused of pulling bis punches, he's twenty-five."
"It's not easy to get "equity"
ing with people- -more power, added, "We need dillerent kinds
Reis felt, than either thedefense of people to become policemen. for poor people in the courts.
lawyer or the prosecutor. He People who can be aggressive But a cop can help people

directly." Reis paused for a
moment. "The police have great
lights and sirens. Others can't
even buy them. It's fun riding
around with the siren on.
"Seriously, police work is very
interesting. It's where theaction
is. Most lawyers I've met are
bored."

FROMTHE
JUDGE'S BENCH
(continued from page 21

Mrs. Georgette Parker. Dean
Rafalko spoke of the past year's
accomplishments and revealed
that New York Law School has
received almost 3,000 applications for the 300 positions in
the 1972 Freshman class. He
also indicated that for the first
time the applicants' median
LSA T score exceeds 600 The
presentation of the bistinguished Alumnus Award to Hon.
Emilio Nunez, Justice of the
Supreme Court of the state of
New York, Appellate Division,
First Dept., was postponed.
Judge Nunez is recovering from
an accident.
EQUITAS extends its best
wishes to Or. Weary for a
speedy recovery. We hope his
hospital stay will be brief.

WHATEVER HAPPENED TO
CRIME DETERRENCE?
"Thirty years ago," said the
dark-haired Lieutenant Reis,
"we had a very creditable crime
deterrent system. What happened
to it? There was a recognizable
' "criminal life style." NeigbbOrhoods were more stable and
people knew each other. People
were less squeamish about "poli.c.e 'l)l:-,.\all.\."j ," .ui.d a1'1"es\ "!as

tantamount to conviction. Tbe
conviction was easier to obtain,
and the jailtreatment was harsher.
Today this deterrent has practically vanished. There's little
chance of getting caught. Shoplifters and pursesnatchers don't
get arrested; they get summonses. Tough evidence rules
preclude easy conviction. Sympathy for the downtrodden in
court makes jail sentences less
likely than suspended sentences
in the unlikely event that one
is caught and convicted.
"The law of supply and demand '
is at work in the criminal
courts," the short, wiry lieutenant declared. If everyone who
was entitled to a trial asked
for one, the system would break
down, so the threat of a trial
is a potent weapon for the defense. "Plea bargaining," he
charged, "is simply another
manifestation of iree enterprise.
There's an open market price
on crime and the price of first
'degree robbery 1s six months.
· There is no normal deterent
on crime, Reis contended. Most
people are kept in line by some
sense of social values. It's bad
form for a middle class person
to commit a crime, but in some
parts of the city, committing a
crime results in enhanced status.
POLICE
MALINGERING
A
WORSE PROBLEM THAN POLICE BRUTALITY.
In answer to a rather complicated question involving law and
order within the police department itself; corruption; brutality; and the tendency to lock up
too many blacks, Reis replied
emphatically that he is not an
apologist for the police.
"There are many abuses, but
malingering is the number one
pr oblem, not brutality. Cops proceed to the nearest liquor store.
Owners like to have cops in the
back:room looking at T. V."
According to Reis, the police 1
are not in disrepute for locking
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NYLS Student Instrumental In Mission Sale
By Carmen Cognetta

hotel would be." The swiftness
with which the Chinese took over
the hotel caused some problems,
but were quickly ironed out. Em loyees were paid over $40,000 in
severance pay and residents
given short notice were compensated for the inconvenience.
ln more informal meetings with
the Chinese, Mr. Simonetti dealt
principally with Madame Hua,
wife of Chief delegate Huang
Hoa, and Mr. Sbing, the second
in command at the mission. Mr.
Simonetti stated that they shied
away from any comments concerning the internal affairs of this
country. He went on to say that
"they never knocked this country - in fact they said that we
had a great country with a great
revolutionary bistory behind it."
They admitted that while there
have been great strides made in
China, it still is a backward
country. They seemed thrilled
with President Nixon's trip to
China.

-SALE-PRICE-

In the past few weeks, local and
national news agencies have reported the sale of the Lincoln
Square Motor Inn to the Chinese
for use as their new U.N. mission
headquarters. What they did not
report is that a New York Law
School third year evening student was the co-broker of the
sale, and very instumental in
bringing the deal to completion.
Patrick Simonetti (known to his
business associates as Patrick
Simone) was co-broker in the
real estate transaction, with his
associate Ray Gannon as the
prime broker. Mr. Simonetti was
ooe of many brokers who
approached the Chinese. There
was very little security at the
Roosevelt Hotel where the delegates were staying; Mr. Simonetti
was able to walk right up to
their door. He greeted them in
Chinese, saying, "I wish lasting
peace
between
China and
America." With bis friendly
manner and bis fluency in
Chinese, he seemed to win over
their confidence. Pat studied Chinese at Columbia and graduated
from Queens College with honors
in the language.

The owners of the hotel had
originally asked $6 million for
the parcel and the Chinese counteroffered $3 million. A final
compromise was reached at
$4,850,000 - payable in cash.
Mr. Simonetti found the Oriental diplomats to be brillant negotiators. The exact terms of
Mr. Simonetti's commission are
not known but sources estimate
that the commission for the total
sale would be approximately 30
per cent.
In a recent Equitas interview,
Mr. Simonetti reported that the
Chinese were shocked at the
prices for property when they
first began to look for a new
home. They first looked for a
hotel on the East Side, but most
were under lease and the Chinese
wanted something they could take
possession of immediately. Mr.
Simonetti then showed them the
Lincoln Square Inn and they
quickly became interested.
-EQUALITY OF THE SEXESHe added that the Chinese' 'were
very interested in the neighbors
they would have and what the Some added observations of Mr.
crime rate in the area of the Simonetti 's concerned the Chi-

10% Of Student Body
Responds To Drug Poll
-Respo_nse to the poll came from
approximately 10% of t~e student I
body• Not all respond10g to the
surve_y
answered
all
the
question~. The aver~ge response
to any smgle question was from
5'1 day division students and 16

evening division students. Half of
these were second year students.
The poll was not random, but
subject to the initiative of the
individual student. The balloting
was not closely controled· how-

ever, no two ballots were
the same.
The reader may weigh the reliability of the survey according
to bis own judgement. The com'{)lete results follow.

•

oese women, who share total
equality with the men. They are
just as vocal concerning all decisions and opinions, they wear
no makeup or lipstick, and dress
strictly in " Mao suits" . Also,
only Chinese cigarettes are
smoked by the mission members.
Mr. Simonetti found the Chinese
to be " very warm humble people,
showing no arrogance" and attributed this attitude to their national background rather than their
political philosophy. He intends
to visit China this summer, both
for business and pleasure, and
already bas applied for bis visa.
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By A. K. Bates

EQUITAS in its last issue published a Student Opinion Poll
concerning the 1972 Presidential Election. Unfortunately, only
9% of the Day and Evening students responded. However, even
with this shallow return certain trends were noted. Out
of the 65 students partaking,
there were 25 who considered
themselves Democrats and 19
Republicans. Sixteen students
wrote in that they were Independents.
The front runner receiving 22
votes was George McGovern
compared to Richard Nixon who
received (only) 13. What seems
interesting about this is that
there was a 32% crossover vote
from the Republican's party
stnadard to a candidate other
than Nixon. Congressman Mc-

~
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that left 4 Republican votes unaccounted [or, or more precisely, 21%. It is safe to assume
that these votes went to one of
the several democratic candidates.
Mayor Lindsay along
with Henry Jackson received
three votes more than Senator Muskie. Shirley Chisholm
received two of the ballots along
with Eugene McCarthy,
Ted
Kennedy, George Wallace and
Hubert Humphrey.
The rest
of the candidates either received
1 vote, or there was no response to them at all. There
was an interesting write in ballot
cast favoring Dick Gregory as
well as one for Terry Sanford.
The apathy and lack of concern of the students is really
appalling.
Today, with Viet

Nam as well as Pollution and
the problems in the Ghetto (not
necessarily in that order) lacing
us, it is unfortunate that we as
law students don't really seem
to care enough to express an
opinion.
POLITICAL VIEWS: An interesting and unexpected bonus was
provided by the proximity
of the Equitas poll on Presidential preferences on the
reverse side of the ballot. Although results were insufficient
to correlate in most cases, Marijuana use and political leanings
could be compared. Respondants
were grouped into two categories,
moderate and liberal. Those voting tor Nixon , Jackson, Ashbrook, and Wallace were classified moderate. Those voting for

Muskie, McGovern, ,Humphrey,
or Lindsay were classified as
liberal. Of the moderates, 50%
drank alcohol but did not smoke
marijuana, 25% smoked marijuana, and 25% neither drank
alcohol nor smoked marijuana.
Of the teetotalers, two were for
Nixon, one for Jackson, one for
Ashbrook, and one for Wallace.
In the liberal category, marijuana smokers outnumbered the
non-smokers 6 to 1, with only
five non-marijuana-smoking democrats and no teetatalers. This
might answer some questions as
to whose convention will have
better smoke-filled rooms.
To that lone marijuana smoker
who favors George Wallace as the
next president, better get your
tokes in before you vote, pal.

No Matter How Far
You Roam ...
By Lorin Duckman

HAVE YOU EVER USED DRUGS AS A STU0Y AID?
REGULARLY

With Mrs. Hua as a reference,
he should not have too much
trouble in obtaining one.

EQUITAS Poll
favors McGovern

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , Closky recieved two votes, so

ORUG ~OLL LEGEt-lO

PATRICK SIMONETTI
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During a recent trip to London, administrator' s office and intre1 took time to visit Old Bailey duced myself to the first person
which is the English equivalent I saw who looked as if be could
of 100 Centre Street. I avoided satisfy my needs.
the lines by flashing my law
" Good afternoon. My name is
library card ( a handy thing to Lorin Duckman. I am a second
have if you are ever there) and year law student at New York
viewed the proceedings of a trial Law School.''
then in session.
And · before I could even tell
The scene was right out of him I vfas from the United States,
" Witness for the Prosecution. " or the purpose of my inquiry be
The barristers and the judge
replied, "NYU?"
wore wigs and robes. The court
clerks
had
whiskers. All
communications between the advocates and the bench were in
well regulated tones and the
courtroom was silent. The scene
was one of utmost decorum.
I thought that it would be beneficial to my understanding of the
clean and smooth workings of
British justice if I spoke to
someone in authority who might
have some til'fle to educate a
second year student from the
Cnited States. I went to the court
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Van Voorhis, Lo Lordo Honored At Dinner-Dance
By Vincent J. D'Elia, Phi Delta Phi Contributing Editor

Honorable John Van Voorhis,
former Associate Justice of
the New York Court of Appeals,
and Professor Vincent Lo Lordo,
senior member of the NYLS faculty, were honored at Dwight
Inn's
annual Spring DinnerDance, Saturday, April 22, 1972.
Accepting the inscribed plaque
presented to him by Al Waldon,
Vice Magister of the Inn, the
Judge
thanked the fraternity

Hon. John Van Voorhis

members and expressed mixed
emotions regarding his retirement from teaching at the end
of this year.
Judge Van Voorhis, who bas been
a member of the Bar for over
50 years and has taught Modero

Trends in the Law at NYLS for
the past six years, said be considered teaching a rewarding exto have been associated with
the education of law students.
Professor Lo Lordo also accepted a plaque from the fraternity honoring bis unanimous
election as Professor of the
Year. The annual award, now
in its third year, was presented
to Prof. Lo Lordo for bis untiring efforts for the students
of NYLS.
Over the past 25
years, Prof. Lo Lordo has
taught every required course,
advised countless students on
legal and personal problems,
supported student activities and
organizations and ventured beyond mere classroom activities
to help educate students (e.g.,
tours of the Bergen County
Courthouse and jail and efforts
to convince speakers to lecture
at NYLS. Most recently, Prof.
Lo Lordo arranged for
Ed
Fitzpatrick, who prosecuted New
Jersey's Edgar Smith case, to
speak to the NYLS students a1thougb Fitzpatrick had previously refused to discuss the legal
issues before a national television audience.
STUDENT AWARDS
Peter Seredu.ke formally received bis "Brother of the Year"
Award from Dwight Inn for his
outstanding service to the fraternity at NYLS. The award

was voted Sereduke by a five
member fraternity committee
chaired by Jim Sullivan, with
the vote tacitly approved by the
full membership.
Seredu.ke was recently named
Province I Graduate of the Year.
He was selected over representatives from the other schools
in the Province. Each school
selected a graduate of the year
to compete on a province basis.

Professor Vincent Lolordo

Sereduke was recently named
Province I Graduate of the Year.
He was selected over representatives from the other schools
in the Province. Each school
selected a graduate of the year

to compete on a province basis.
Sereduke's win now places hlm
in competition for national Graduate of the Year. The other
law schools in Province I are:
Rutgers, Brooklyn, N. Y. U.,
Columbia, Saint John's and Yale.
Entering NYLS in the fall of
1967, Sereduke became an editor of the TRANSCRIPT, precursor to EQUIT AS, worked on
the first SBA Constitution, was
selected as Law student Division Representative for NYLS
and was responsible for the largest pledge class in recent years.
After a two year stint in the
Army, during which he served
in Viet Nam, Seredu.ke returned
to NYLS and immediately assumed the position of Assistant
Pledge Master. This semester
he
served as Dinner-Dance
Chairman.
Sereduke
was awarded the
Seiver Day Award from the
American Bar Association for
his outstanding service to the
lLaw Student Division. He is
rations from the Army including
the Bronze star.
MAGISTER'S AWARD

Robert Mc Gann, Magister of
Dwight Inn, presented special
awards to Joy Mastromauro for
her assistance with the DinnerDance and one to himself for his
outstanding contributions to the
fraternity throughout the past

Family Law: Time For A Change
As an attorney employed by the

increase in court and probation
supervision.
CHANGING THE PRESENT
SYSTEM
The Jaws governing domestic
problems are proving to be inadequate and in many cases
harmful to family life. Therefore, in this process, an accomodation is necessary, not
through costly time-comsuming
appeals, but instead by amendments to the present laws.
From social problems to the
legal action governing support
of illegitimate children, reviews
of support, and rights of litigants,
we must initiate the
following changes in order to
protect the taxpayer and the
family in the domestic problems:
When more than one man is
involved with a mother of an
out-of-wedlock child, all should
be brought to trial in order to
establish whether sexual rela lions could be proven to be held
during the conception period.

r------------------------DILEMMA
Two opposite view~. our Professors had,
One thought it good, the other one bad.
One said reverse, the other affirm.
And we Third-Year students, are near the end of the term.
Do we hold one way, or look to the other?
Or do we guess. and eventually suffer?
Do we argue both sides? In other words "straddle"?
Yet if they're both wrong, we're "stuck 1n the saddle".
I talked to my wife, and anxiously asked her'.
"What can we do, who has the answer?''
She said there is one man to whom we can all go•He rs the Godfather Don Joseph Marino!!
George Farkas

-------------------------..J

year.
Mastromauro received
a certificate of merit and
Mc Gann an impressive gavel,
mounted on an inscribed wooden
plaque. There are over 60 active
members of Dwight Inn. No
other fraternity members received awards.
The Dinner-Dance included a
prime ribs dinner preceded by
hot and cold hors d'oeuvres
served throughout the cocktail
hour, and an open bar the entire
evening. The evening was highlighted by the presentations of the
awards and speeches by fraternity dignitaries and Dean
Rafalko and Professor Silver-

man.

Thirteen Inducted
Into fraternity
Th.irteeo NYLS students were
inducted into Dwight 1nn ot l'b.i.
Delta Phi April 15, l 97Z. The

By M\CHAEL BRE\'TKOPF

Essex County Welfare Board, my
practice is within the jurisdicti.on
of the Newark Family Court and
the various municipal courts of
Essex County. Specifically, I
petition the court, representing
the public interest, for support
of illegitimate children, for reviews of support and for rights
of litigants. Changing sexual
mores have triggered an increased number of complaints
for support of illegitimate children, increased number of reviews of support proceedings as
well as an increased number of
desertion complaints filed with
the Essex County Juvenile &
Domestic Relations Court.
Thus, these changes in sexual
mores have resulted in social
changes affecting individual and
familial relations to the community and its laws. The price
of these social changes is reflected in the tax payer's supporting increased expenditures
for rising welfare rolls, increase in police activities and an

Peter D. Sereduke

to support their children.
Complete and detailed in depth
upon filing of a complaint, a
summons sbould be issued with a pre-trial reports on cases of
hearing date set down; and upon persons involved in the above
failure to meet with the court, type of proceeding will produce
a warrant would issue. Another a climate of trust in judicial
feasible change could be that integrity. Finally, I advocate
the putative father have access institution of a committee on
as in case of the mother if the family life with powers to set
out-of-wedlock child (for whom policy and make recommenda the Welfare
Board provides tions for changes in the domescounsel to protect the public tic law and its procedures with
interest as our status is more firm commitments to the comcorrectly that of amicus curiae). munity to strengthen family life.
Finally, in all cases of arrest,
ULTIMATE RESULT
no record should be established
with the local police department
With the above changes in effect,
unless criminal involvement is
the result will be that the legal
proven.
These changes would affect aspects, instead of acting to
community involvement in the suppress the social problem will
processing of these cases by en- open them up to the community
couraging women to tell the trutb thus enabling the social scienconcerning the conception of the tists along with the legislatures
child. Also, proper notification to set up programs to curb the
through summons instead of sur- rising and costly problem of the
prise warrants would result in community's support of the welmore men coming forward, let- fare families.
This thread of human activity
ting them know that they will
have proper legal representation cuts through all socio-economic
strata reaching the threshold of
provided free of charge. Thus law which affects the entire comthey will feel that the law isn't
entirely on the mother's side. munity since everyone's tax
Taking these matters out of monies support these welfare
the realm of the criminal sphere families . Because these famiwill enable the men to protect lies comprise part of the comtheir ability to secure work in munity, these changes in the
all sectors of public and pri- law are necessary in order to
vate employment. In turn, this meet the needs of a changing
will then give them the ability society.
Also, instead of a warrant issued

Thornton Accepts Portrait
(continued from page 2)

preme Court of the United States
and in other high governmental
office, said.
Justice Frankfurter said he knew of no title
more honorable than that of Professor of the Harvard Law
School. Judge Froessel, I want
you to know that, for us here
today, you have held no title
more honorable than that of
Chairman of New York Law

1

School. May this portrait, given
so generously to us, serve to
remind many future classes of
the debt they owe to you.
EOUIT AS thanks Mrs. Gomperts and Mrs. Cork for their
spiritual guidance and "last minute" assistance.

ceremony attended by fraternity
officers and guests of Dwight
Inn preceded the traditional celebration dinner.
The new members of Dwight
Inn are: Judith Bresler, Richard
Diego, David Fink, Marvin Mitzner, Thomas Purcell, Michael
Rifkin, Madeleine Jaleod, Mark
Silberglitt, Richard Wall, William Whalen, Jonn Winter, Lawrence Wolf and Patrick Simonetti.
These students join the sixty
other active members of Dwight
Inn to make the fraternity the
largest student organization in
the law school.

Carney, Nelson

Head Dwight Inn
For the first time in NYLS's
history two women were elected
to major offices within Dwight
Inn of Phi Delta Phi. Patricia
Carney and Linda Nelson were
elected Magister and Vice
Magister respectively.
Other officers of the international legal fraternity who will
serve next year are: Arnold
Kronick,
Exchequer ; Frank
Coveler, Clerk; Robert Winnemore, Historian; and
Brian
Meyer,
Representative to
EQUITAS.

DEAN SECURES
.NEW BOOKSTORE
(continued from page 2)

ment would go directly into the
school's treasury, to be used
at the board's discretion. "That
may go to cut down any increases in tuition,.. he said.
Since textbooks are fair-traded,
,he bookstore could not lower
prices in any case, the Dean
added. Lamb, commenting on
this, said that discounts are
possible only for large, high.volume student bodies from colleges which have arranged them.
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Student Bar Postcript

Weberian Reflections

By Marshall Lippman

Since the last column was titled
a final report of some sort,
even titling this column presented some problems. Impressions of this past year are
still very intense and before
time blurs them irretrievably,
1 appreciate having some opportunity to set them down.
By examining the lour types
of SBA activities, we can weigh
both this year's performance
and next year's possibilities.
STUDENT SERVICES. Programs·
such as the fall lectures, the
Common Hour lectures, the prefinal exam groups, the orientation program, the student directory, the blood bank program,
the speed reading course discount and the distribution of
placement information all represented essential student services
which the student Bar contributed to the student body. Though
we were unable to get a used
book exchange operational, and
programs were conceived without seeing the light of day, these
should help the Student Bar gain
some degree of student support
and recognition.
2.
Processing of individual
student grievances and assistance in obtaining special relief
for
students. These develments, although not any great
tribute to the student Bar's ability or rapport, indicate that
the administration and faculty
will generally grant whatever relief is possible to cure an individual inequity.
In this regard the StudentFaculty-Alumni committee as a
forum and the Dean as a reasonable administrator both deserve
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By A. Michael Weber

area the Law Forum, the Moot
Court Team and EQUlTAS play
a dominant role.
However, this year the Student Bar was able to make a
noticeable impact through the
Law student Division of the ABA,
through regular meetings with
representatives of other metropolitan Law Schools and through
constant efforts to work with
the Alumni. Efforts to put our
students into contact with other
students into contact with oth1
law students and members of
the legal community must be
increased since the reputation
of the Law School must be built
higher each year. It is plainly
irrational
to complain constantly without having some
willingness to contribute constructively.
4.
Governance. This area
presents the most difficulty both
in explaining and in chronicling.
(That attempt by the Student
Bar to exert the collective pressure of the student body upon
the decision and policy-making
areas of the law school.) ln
this area satisfactions are few
and far between and it is neither
excuse nor
solace that few
schools are having any greater
success in advancing the student point of view. Law students remain a basically alienated and voiceless group, and
this is true for a number of
reprehensible reasons. In the
first place it is true because
try as we may to develop collective institutional consciousness, we remain smiling adversaries. No student can ever
forget that
even 'Nithin the

sence, therefore, has been one
of the- ~titioner and while some
results have come forth the only
reasonable answer is a gradual
but actual integration of students into the
structure of
school governance.
Granting
that this will take enormous
understanding and patience, I
think that this year has at least
indicated that when we recognize that we have more in
common than we believed and
fewer differences
than we
feared, there is some possibility for a more professional
aonaland satisfying law school
vironment.
It is impossible to end a
year as student Bar President
without acknowledging the great
debt of gratitude which we all
owe to those students whose
efforts were unsparingly given
to SBA throughout the year. The
danger, of course, is in leaving
out any one person but certainly there are some whose contributions have been so outstanding
that the risk is worth taking.
First, I cannot adequately describe the contributions of Mike
Weber. It bas been a pleasure
to work with him. His energy,
dedication, imagination, and inintelUgence have pervaded every
accomplishment of the Association.
The Association was
also fortunately endowed with exceptional officers in Vin D'Elia,
Frank Graves and Al Waldon.
Finally, the committee chairmen: Robert Winnemore, Irving
Kurtz, Phil Swenson, Lorin
Duckman, Richard Rothman and
Barry Gersten as well as the
student appointees to the Stuadministration and the faculty -student appointees to the Sturecognition.
there Is an apportionment of dent Faculty Alumni Committee:
There were, as always, stupower. No person 'Nith power Linda Cassano and Charles
nen\s closen out ot one class
is willing to part with so much Maikish.
or stuck in another and stuAll deserve far more credit
as
a sliver of it for fear that
dents marked absent though they
hwere in the rest rooms, but new the prerogatives and security and recognition than this column
which go with it will in some can provide for doing exceptional
procedures were instituted with
eork which was usually thankway evaporate.
an eye to eliminating these proless but always essential.
stuSimilarly,
between
the
blems. Certainly new problems
dents and the trustees there
will arise, but a school of 800
is not a single but a double
individuals will always present
generation difference which is
possibilities for error, overnot a gap but a chasm in today's
sight or inequity. At the last
sstudent-Faculty-Alumni meeting world. To be two generations
away from what is happening
a suggestion was made to sever
every
day in the halls and rooms
the grievance function of the
of the law school is to be a spread most of that loss but
Student Bar and establish a
trustee IN ABSENTIA. While is cruel, corrupt, self righteous,
standing joint student-faculty
the Student Bar has had some dilatory, expensive and wasteoffice of student "ombudsman".
succe§s with the administra- ful while it grimly goes about
I firmly believe that a unified
tion, faculty and trustees of the the business of falling . . . conforum for student grievances
law school. The trustees must sider the massively documented
would be a valuable and theraact with circumspection and shortcomings of the present inpeutic addition to the Law School
caution, the Dean must operate surance system:
structure.
In any event, nunmerous students used the Stu- within perimeters which are
defined by the trustees on the
PAYMENTS TO VICTIMS
dent Bar as a means for ventione hand and the faculty on the
DELAYED
lating their individual dissatisother.
The
faculty
remains
unfactions and many received the
convinced that the students know Auto insurance premiums are
relief sought.
what is good for them and is too high. Payments to traffic
3. Projecting the student and
school Image Beyond the Four fettered by the trustees' doctrinal victims are long delayed. Auto
restraints.
The student pre- accident cases clog the courts.
Walls of the School. In this
Many traffic victims--especially among the seriously injured-- are not paid at all, or
paid a fraction of their loss.
Many other traffic victims--especially among the trivially inPl. . . contact me fOf job opponunities f<K students at
jured- -are often overgenerously
New York uw School.
paid. Temptations to suppress
or fabricate evidence are conFuff time •
stantly present because in order
to be paid a traffic victim must
arrange his version of the accident so that it appears to be
solely the fault of the other
·party. Much too much of the
auto insurance premium is
Address:----chewed up in insurance overhead and legal fees compared to
what is received by traffic victims themselves. Auto insurance
T~
,' is difficult to purchase and/or
Send CO: PIKement Service
continue in effect, especially
among those in inner cities and
New Y o,k uw School
among the young, the old and
57 WOf'1h SttNt
those in the military. Many
New York, N. Y. 10013
insurance companies--especially among those insuring _so-

In retrospect , I believe we have and the most powerful, the Board
had a successful year improving of Trustees. The Dean, as an
the environment at New York Law administrator, very frequently
School although our achievements has not made the policy decifell short of our expectations. sions that we accuse him of
The changes were a result of making. Io most instances, where
student efforts directed toward major decisions ar e institut ed,
areas where faculty and admini- they stem from either faculty
stration would be responsive. decisions or Board of Trustees
Much can be accomplished by mandates. This works out condiplomacy, and much was. Some. veniently for the faculty and the
of the more visible diplomatic Board of Trustees. The Dean is
accomplishments of the student often wrongly accused of being
Bar Association were a Spring the ogr e who is responsible for
Vacation, formal hearings for making unpopular decisions.
One example that is pertinent
those first and second year students in academic difficulty, stu- occurred when Dean Rafalko
dent preparation of class and sought to hire a placement
exam schedules, a film and lec- officer-Assistant Dean. The Dean
selected an individual who he
ture series, and an objective
faculty-course evaluation. Some• felt was suitable for the position.
times, confrontation was neces- Another qualified suggestion for
sary (e.g. when the second year the post was submitted by a
reps accomplished the division member of the Board of Trusof the second year day class tees. The Board of Trustees rejected both individuals, stating
into two sections).
Less visible is the voice the that one was " under-exStudent Bar Association has had perienced' ' and the other was
" over-experienced" . This is just
in the decsion of removing laculty and the hiring of a place- one example where seemingly
ment officer-Assistant Dean. the Dean was the "guilty party
This, r feel, has come about when in fact, the matter was
because of the student Bar Asso- out of his control.
For change to take place, it
ciation's ability to convey to
the faculty and administration must be instituted by strong stuthat the students are genuinely dent support, realistically diconcerned with improving New rected in areas where the adYork Law School and not destroy- ministration and faculty are re•
ceptive. Raising our voices will
ing it.
Both Dean Rafalko and many of not accomplish what is necessary: raising the consciousness
the faculty members are
approachable and receptive to of those in "power" may.
As students, we must not abanchange• not radically receptive,
but willing to bend to meet reas- don efforts to pressure the
powers that be for an exceptional
onable needs of the student
body where they can be shown educational experience.
the intent is not change merely
for the sake of change, but change

NOTICE

for the sake of improving the

situation in the school.
1t is important to understand
that Dean Rafalko sincerely wants
the best for New York Law School.
But he is in a position where
he must answer to three factions: the students, the faculty,

P\ease note tt.at any typographical errors which appear in this
or any other issue of EQUlTAS
Jre due to me~hanica! difficul·
ties at the printers and are not
the responsibility of the editors.

No Fault Everything
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(continued from page 6)

called "bad risks"-- have gone
into insolvency leaving policyholders and victims without protection. . .The result is not a
system for paying people automobile accident insurance after
automobile accidents, but a system for FIGHTING people about
paying them automobile accident insurance after ·automobile
accidents.
The result is a
system where the traffic victim--already battered enough
from the accident itself--cannot
know after the accident when he
will be paid, WHAT he will be
paid or IF he will be paid."
NEW FIELDS OF LAW
SHOULD BE EXPLORED
Much of Professor O'Connell' s
criticism is unfortunately true.
But what about the claims that
many other advocates make concerning the advantages of "nofault"?
Some of the claims
are no doubt too extravagant to
be swallowed by the public at
large. Before legislators and
laymen jump to conclusions concerning the automobile insurance controversy, It is incum bent upon them to carefully scrutinize ALL alternatives, whether
"no-fault" or not. It is also
incumbent upon the American
Bar
Association, our law
schools and our public officials
to open up those fields of law
desperately lacking in legal manpower. A national system for
prepaid legal services would al-

leviate the problems of Legal
Aid
and other legal public
service organizations, while at
the same time give to the poor,
the old and the lower middleclass access to the Legal System.
The American Trial Lawyers
Association owes a duty to trial
lawyers, law students and the
public to push for such a concept. Regardless of the outcome of the "no-fault" struggle,
the legal system per se is in
dire need of a redistribution of
its legal manpower and priorities.

Sciacca Elected
GOP President
John Sciacca, a second-year
day student has been elected
President of the Republican Club
for the 1972-73 year. Sciacca,
a Vietnam Veteran, bad been
Treasurer of the Club. Steven
Schlesinger, founding President
of the Club was elected Vice
President.
Schlesinger has
served as a member of the state
College Republican Executive
Commitee, and was a member
of the campaing staff of Senator
James Buckley.
Irwin Stein was elected Club
Secretary, and John MoUitt was
elected Treasurer. Both stein
and Moffitt are first-year day
students.
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Has Space Program Earthly Benefits?
Mr, Irving Summit is currently
an Executive Administrator
with the NASA program. He
is also a Colonel in the Air
Force Reserves. He makes his
home in Wheaton, Maryland.

The following pearls are excerpted from a speech given
by Mr. Irving Summit, an executive of NASA, to a Washington
audience last summer.
"Ten - nine - eight - seven six- five- four- three- two- one,
we have ignition - we have un
oH!"
The time - two years
ago.
The world breathed a
loud sigh of relief and hope
for the three daring astronauts Armstrong, Aldrin, Collins on their way to another world.
Many of us didn't really believe they would actually land
on the moon - but three days
later came those historic words "Tranquility Base, Here, The
lt was
Eagle Has Landed".
indeed "one small step for man
and a gian~ leap for mankind".
This country's prestige never
was higher.
Today we are in the midst of
a strange dilemma - we have
developed a kind of Dr. Jekyll
and Mr. Hyde personality over
space. We like to bask in the
glory of an adventure like Apollo
15; vicariously sharing the
thrills of Dave Scott, Jim Irwin
and Al Worden as they prepare
to land on the moon. But we
are all too ready to join in the
chorus of those who say, "why
waste your money on space,
when we need so much right here
on earth?" Well, it is a waste
of money? ls it really worth
it?
Let's examine a few statistics First, appropriations for the
space program have averaged
about $4 billion dollars a year,
which amounts to $18 per person.
During 1970, we spent an average of $19 for tobacco, $17 for
cosmetics, and $38 for alcoholic beverages, for each man,
woman and child in the country.
Well, now, why not spend these
4 billions a year for the poor,
for housing, for health! Let me

By IRVING SUMMIT
quote some figures from the
COMMUNICATIONS
latest Budget of the U.S. Government:
The budget for 1972
One of the greatest areas of
estimates that we will spend
space research benefits is the
$61 billion on welfare programs, field of communications. Most
$9 billion for education, $4.5
sfamiliar is international telebillion for housing, and $16 bilvision relayed around the globe
lion for health.
A total of by a network of communications
around $90 billion for Social
satellites bringing into our
Programs. If it were possible living rooms the Olympics in
to divide the entire space budget
Mexico, the opening of Expo
among these social action pro70 in Japan, the British Open
grams, and there is no assurfrom St. Andrews, Scotland.
ance that the Congress would
do such a thing, each of those
How do you measure the value
programs would be increased of one human life? The meteoronly 3 1/2%, certainly not enough ological satelites, which are proto eradicate poverty, cure cancer viding early hurricane warnor any of our other major social ings,
are credited with the
ills.
savings of 50,000 lives from the
ls the U. S. space program fury (lf Hurricane Camille alone
producing anything in the way in August 1969.
of practical benefit to mankind? This is a question asked BUSINESS
by many of us who thrill to the
adventure of space exploration,
The technological findings in
but wonder if this large invest- the Space program are now being
ment will pay a more direct transferred to the nation's busireturn than just the fun of watch- ness 'and
industrial firms,
ing a fascinating TV show. The creating new products such as
answer is that space research fireproof clothing, indestrucalready has produced a broad tible plastics and new processes
range of concrete benefits to including the entire computer
millions of people across the industry, which are puttingthoucowitry, and its benefits are sands of people to work and
growing at an unbelievable rate, generating new business adding
as we are able to apply the ex- up to billions of dollars.
panding technology to oureveryday life.
MEDICINE
Space researcn Is not primarily
oriented toward IMMEDIATE
The field of medicine bas bebenefit to the man in the street. come a prime beneficiary of
The basic purpose of research, space research. Let me give
science and advanced technology a few examples:
is long-term gain. Our real
-A brain sensor and radio
goal is new knowledge.
It transmitter system developed
usually talces many years to for space research with test
convert this knowlege to every- pilots, will allow major improveday use. As an example, the ments in diagnosis and treatairplane was invented in 1903, ment of schizophrenic mental
but it was not until much later, patients.
that we began to reap its beneDoctors can watch a movie
-its, and ot course it bas now of tbe beating of a patient's direvolutionized our way of life. seased heart - identifying dead
Nevertheless, we have been able
to utilize in thse few years,
tremendous benefits for mankind out of the fledgling space
program.
Let me discuss some of the
tangible benefits we are receiving today in business, in
medicine, in construction, in new
materials, and in other ways.

spots or scar tissue in the heart
wall, with a computer method
devised in the space program.
-A device for activating switches by eye movement has been
incorporated in the controls of
two prototype motorized wheel
chair is now being tested by
paraplegic and paralyzed clim chair is now being tested by
paraplegic and paralyzed clinical patients. More than 100,000
quadriplegics (no use of arms
or legs) can achieve mobility
with this device.

JAMES BAUMANN

NEW YORK POLITICS
(continued from page l)

EARTH RESOURCES
On the threshold is the Earth
Satellite which can see things
not visible to the human eye by
the use of sensors operating
in infrared and ultraviolet light.
These sensors can be programmed to see one kind of
vegetation. To show updiseased
corn for example. It can identify
oil and mmeral deposits, identify
water pollution, spot schools of
fish, icefields for iceberg warning, and show population density
and spread trends for urban planning.
r want to conclude with a somewhat intangible benefit from the
Space Program. It is best expressed in a statement from Dr.
Glenn T. Seaborg,formerChairman, Atomic Energy Commission. He said, "Space Exploration, rather than being in opposition to meeting needs on
Earth, is in fact part of a search
for knowledge that is indispensable for meeting those needs - The desire for a better earth and
a higher life for all men on it
is not incompatible with the quest
for more knowledge, even knowledge of the tiniest particle of
the atom or of the most distant
star. We must venture, we must
dare, and we must grow mentally
and spiritually to survive."

influence in judicial selection,
and increasing the number of
judges and the hours they work);
reform of the "deplorable" bail
system; some form of rent control; establishment of experimental free heroin clinics, and
legalization of marijuana "for
personal use." Also, he feels
that ways can be found to malce
public transportation free.
On another subject, Mr. Baumann believes that it is most
useful for a legislator to have
a law degree, since a legal
background "helps you understand the intricacies, the ramifications of what you're legislating." At the same time, be
noted, there are many areas
in which most lawyers have not
had experience, and on which
legislators must make important judgments - schools and
prisons, for example.
Mr.
Baumann feels the invaluable
experience obtained as a school
for four years, as Department
of Corrections employee and as
a psychiatric social worker provided him with the necessary
insight and effectiveness necessary for a member of the
state Legislature. Utilizing the
traditional political recipe of
persistence, planning, and perspiration, he may wind up there
yet.

-

law Forum Alone RECENT LIBRARY
The New York Law Forum is
the only metropolitan area law
review which does not try to
find out whether its prospective
writers can write.

AQUISITIONS
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Bailey, F. Lee. THE DEFENSE
NEVER RESTS. New York, Stein
& Day, c1971. 262p.
Borchard, Edwin M . CONVICTBrooklyn, New York University,
ING THE INNOCENT: ERRORS
and Columbia have competitions Of CRIMINAL JUSTICE. New
open to all students, regardless
York, Da Capo Press, 1970. 42lp.
of academic rank, with writing
Cappelletti, Mauro. JUDICIAL
ability as the sole yardstick for
REVIEW IN THE CONTEMPORacceptance.
ARY
WORLD. Indianapolis,
Bobbs-Merrill Co. , cl97l. 117p.
St. John's University requires
Cecil, Henry. THE ENGLISH
an 80 average to apply. Its applicants must show their writing JUDGE. London, Stevens, 1970.
177p.
ability and legal knowledge and
submit to an interview by law Douglas, William 0. INTERNATIONAL DISSENT; SIX STEPS
review members.
TOWARD WORLD PEACE.New
Fordham requests writing sam- York, Random House, cl97l.
ples from the top 40 or 50 class 155p.
members.
"Grades
alone
Frankel, Sandor. BEYOND A
shouldn't be the sole criterion," REASONABLE DOUBT.
New
according to Ray S-an Severino,
York. Stein & Day, cl 971. 239p.
articles editor for the Fordham Johnston, Henry P., ed. THE
Law Review.
LIFE AND CORRESPONDENCE
OF RUFUS KlNG. VI Volumes,
The policy at Hofstra Law
School is being formulated. Pre- 1816-1827. New York, G. P.
Putnam's Sons, 1900; Da Capo
sently, members are chosen bv
their grades. writing ability, and Press, 1971. 729p.
Navasky. Victor S. KENNEDY
professors· recommendations.
JUSTICE. New York. Atheneum,
1971. 482p.
EQUIT AS extends iu deepest Pitier, Robert M. NEW YORK
appreciation to Professor Kof• CRIMINAL PRACTlCE UNDER
fler who has been far more than THE CPL. New York, Practising
Law Institute. cl972.
and "advisor".
1063p.

SOME GRAD·SCHOOLS
ARE MORE CHALLENGING
THAN
&.1-..,•..,i~·
It's graduation day and
there you stand ... diploma
in hand and future in doubt.
You could go on to oraduate
school.Oryoucouldlook for
a job in today's ever-tighten,
ing job market. Or, you cou\d
put your education to work
immediately by applying for
the Air Force'sOfficerTrain,
ing School program.
Upon qualification,
you'll find yourself begin,
ning 12 weeks of specialized
study designed to prepare
you for the challenge and
responsibilities ofan officer's
commission. And, give you
the chance to go on to flight
school to earn those famous

silver wings as an Air Force
pilot or navigator.
OTS is your chance to
break away from the crowd
and be recognized. For all the
facts, mail in the coupon.Or,
call 800-631-1972 toll free:
Remember,with an Air
Force future, the sky's no
limit.
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Howard Samuels Discusses Institutional Reform
An Exclusive EQUITAS Interview

QUESTION: YOU SPOKE OF
REFORMING OUR
INSTITUTIONS. WHAT ARE SOME OF
THE WAYS THAT PEOPLE CAN
BRING PRESSURE TO BEAR ON
CONGRESS?
ANSWER: The only way I
can see pressure put on Congress for reform bas to come
from the public. This has to
occur at the Democratic convention in '72. I can't see it
happening at the Republican convention. Reform has to be made
an issue of the Democratic convention. Unfortunately, the convention can't dictate to the Congressional power structure itself.
QUESTION: HOW CAN YOU
DEPEND ON THE CONVENTION
TO REFORM ITSELF WHEN SO
MANY OF THE DELEGATES
ARE CHOSEN BY THE BOSSES?
ANSWER: This convention
will be more open than before.
In the State of New York, for
instance, every senatorial district will elect delegates. There
no delegates at large. Last time,
Last time, one-third of the delegates were at large--chosen by
the basses. There will be a
broader representation of women, the young, minority groups,
people like myself who are more
interested in i.nstitutions than
tn who the candidates are

NOVEL N. J. PAROLE
PROGRAM HELPED BY
\\OUS\IUi ~Ul\\QRlll

QUESTION:
NEW YORK
STATE IS IN A BAD FINANCIAL POSITION. NEW TAXES
SEEM INEVITABLE. HOW CAN
THE STATE RAISE TAXES EF·
FICIENTLY AND FAIRLY?
ANSWER: Increasing i.ncome
taxes and business and corporation taxes is the only logical
way to do it. High business
and corporation taxes are deductible from
federal statements
You get forced tax
sharing. You force the federal
government to give you money.
You charge the corporation$l. 00.
They get haU of that dollar back
from their tax returns.
But then you get to "the
point of no return," and corporations will leave New York
for states with better tax deals
So there are no easy answers.
There were a couple ofth10gs
I suggested on taxes in my cam paign
One is land values.
Land, all over the country, and
particularly in this city, is badly
undervalued.
We build
the
Verrazano
Bridge. Through
public expenditure, we make
multi-milhonaires out of people
who own a few acres on the
uther s iJe. We never revalue
their land, so they never pay
taxes on the value we've given
them
Then they sell ii for
capital gains. There s a whole
new source of revenue 10 property and land tax It doesn 't
solve the whole long- range problem. But it could be a major
source of revenue in New York;
we might be able to raise as
much as 1/2 billion dollars per
year by a new approach to
land tax.
Of course. ~•e need a decenl

(conlfnued from page 3)

House
American

Association and
Correctional

the

bill on tax reform in general
The amount oi tax avoidance
is fantastic

Asso-

ciates, adjusts its procedure with
the addition of each parolee.
The statistics show that one
placed in a good job lessens his
interest in resorting to criminal
activity.
Although the volunteer residents
of
PROOF
are
carefully
screened, each is a man who
served time in prison. He did
not receive a suspended sentence. U a program such as
this can work within the housing
in Jersey City there is no reason
why this type of program cannot•
be instituted in New York on a
braod scale. Store fronts, empty
housing apartments and other
abandoned premises could be renovated and used for this purpo!'e. It will, or course, take
time.
The tenants groups at
Montgomery Gardens fought the
idea of parolees living in their
building. Today, the men have
gained acceptance. They help
the young children with athletic
contests, have formed their own
teams and are respected by
tenants.
PROOF will not change the statistics in the stateofNewJersey.
Fourteen or fifteen men will
not make a major dent on the
number of parolees who have
gone straight, who baveadjusted.
But, it is something. The program is merely an attempt to
advance a handful of guys. Human
beings: Men wbo can earn a
living; bold their beads up; provide for themselves and their
families.
Men who can see
the future.
The program is selective. Experimental. The program is proof
however of what can be done if
people raise themselves oUtheir
calloused posteriors and
do
something.
That's wbat it's all about. A
cessation or the Wking and an
administration of t, worthwhile
proenm ... PROOF.

WHAT EFFECT
WILL THE REMOVAL OF RENT
HAVE ON NEW
CONTROL
YORK?
ANSWER
Because of the
failure to admmtster rent control properly and to encourage
private housmg, we re living
with disaster. Rent control has
gotten more complex, more
arbitrary, more difficult lo adWe discourage any
mmisler.
private building in the city. For
the last three or four years
there's been almost no private
building of apartments which
makes the problem worse.
What we need to do, obv1ousl y, is let the law of supply
and demand solve the housmg
problem
long-range and get
away from the bureaucracy of
Rent Control. but you can't do
that until in r eality you build
more housing, and frankly , I
just don't see any steps by the
governor, and only recently has
the mayor begun to get the1>rivate sector interested.
QUESTCON:

QUESTION: HOW CAN YOU
GET THE PRIVATE SECTOR
INTERESTED?
ANSWER: Planning. It takes
almost five years to build an
apartment house in this city.
Everything is put ln the way
of the private sector to make
them
gamble their money to
build housing.
Four of us are building a
new
community
outside of
Rochester. We'll put up apartment units for $18,000 total cost.
The cost of building an apartment in New York is over
$30,000 per unit.
We'll be
finished about a year from the
day we break ground. In New
York, it can be five years. To
encourage the private sector to
come into this, you have to
make planning decisions efficiently and rapidly. Of course,

we'll make some mistakes. But
we've been so careful not to
make any mistakes. we don't
make any decisions.
QUESTIOt-1:
WHAT DO YOU
THINK ABOUT SCATTERING
LOW INCOME HOUSING INliIGH
INCOME
NEIGHBORHOODS.
THE RUPPERT BREWERY SITE,
FOR EXAMPLE, AND FOREST
HILLS?
ANSWER: We ought to build
housing. I don't care what we
build. There's sort of a slipdown basis of housing. If we
build
more housing, there's
going to be more housing for
the poor because there'll be an
upgrading of the whole housing
situation in the city. I thin\we have a responsibility lo
build low cost housing. The
fact that we sit around for five
years arguing about the Brewery
site and don't do anything is
horrible
No matter what was
there would have been
bu1ll,
criticism, but the worst thing
to have done is nothing
I honestly believe we have
to move into more scattered
housrng. Rebuilding the housin~ in Harlem is not going lo
be the
answer because
it
doesn't get down to the fundamental problem. We must deal
with Jobs, we must deal with
narcotics on a more realistic
basis.
You know, I can understand
the people tn Forest Hills being
terribly sensitive abOut what's
going on rn their district. Everyone in New York is scared to
death.
A lot of that relates
to the whole narcotics question.
So you don ·t blame them for
being scared. and, on the other
hand, you've got to have a more
homogeneous society. There's a
balance here, and that ·s gorng
to take tough Political decisions.
r tlnnk the mayor was right
in Forest Hills. l can •t argue
all the details of the plan, but,
after all, whether the percentage of minorities on forest
Hills is one or two per cent,
it's a long way from turning
these neighborhoods. For that's
what's really happened when
we've tried to integrate society
up to now. The word "integration" is a short period of
time
between when the first
black moves in and the last
white moves out.
That• s a
terribly complex problem. But
that doesn't mean we don't continue to try.
QUESTION: WHAT CAN BE
DONE ABOUT IMPROVING THE
DELIVERY OF M.EDICAL SERV[CES? WHAT CAN BE DONE
ABOUT THE HIGH COST OF
MEDICAL CARE?
ANSWER: We have the best
medicine and the worst delivery
of health services in the entire world. For this country not
to have a National Insurance
Program, for this country not
to deal with the inefficiency or
the delivery or health services
is a national disgrace. It again
back to some of the
goes
management problems J talked
about. That's one of the institutions that's the sickest--the
whole health field. It can be
straightenl!d
out only by a
tough, strong, new g-overnment
approach. But it took us seventeen years to get Medicare. I!
you don't deal with the Congress
of the country and the special
interests that control Congress
in this country, you'll never get
a National Health Program. And
it isn't just money that·s going
to give us health, it's the
whole delivery of health services.
We know from ..-bat was done
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in the Kaiser Clinic, for example, we can greatly reduce
the cost of medical services
by a new clinic techniques and
by beginning to deal with preventive medicine. The whole
thing 's a disaster and only by
national
leadership
will it
change.
Health should be a
right, not a privilege. There
should be enough kidney mach1nes, for example. When new
technologies are made available,
they should be made available
to everybody. That isn't the
way American health services
work. We have great technology. We have great health services for those wo can afford
to pay. It's tremendously expensive because it's tremendously inefficient.
Samuels left a favorable impression.
The problems are
many and complex. If there
are solutions, only men of
action and commitment will be
able to lead the way. Samuels,
unlike many
other men in
pubhc life, enJoys making decisions. Unlike other men in
public
life, he doesn't mind
making enemies. He 1s tough.
He remained in politics after
a defeat which was heartbreaking because it came so close
to victory
He appears to be
committed to the struggle for
a Juster, more life enhancing
society.
Howard Samuels just might
be one of the men we are looking for
EQUITAS thanks Dean Rafalko
for his tolerance and compassion in the face of adversity.

IL------------

New Comedies
Open To Raves
By Richard C. Entin

Two new Comedies opened on
Braodway this month, both of
which are worth seeing. PROMENADE ALL, a new comedy by
David V. Robison, at the Alvin
Theatre, and starring Hume
Cronyn, Anne Jackson and Eli
Wallach traces the rise of a
ramily from before the turn of
the century to the present. The
family business (manufacturing
buttons) undergoes the obvious
change from small family affair
into a diversified conglomerate.
What makes this play worthwhile
is that the actors are not holed
up in any one personality. Where
Hume Cronyn plays a grandfather in the late 1800's, he ably
transforms himself into his own
grandson during the twenties, as
well as becoming a grandfather
image again in the seventies, who
by the way is a sexual rarity
that Masters and Johnson decide
to experiment with.
Sex is handled well m this four
act play. In fact one of the
play's humerous strongpoints
1s its handling of the changing
sexual mores through the century. True, we have all heard
the lines before, but with people
like Eli Wallach, Anne Jackson
and Hume Cronyn bringing the
tines across they appear candidly
nonest and make for more than
a mere evemng's entertainment.

NllS Alumni Class Notes
Class of '50
GREENBERG,

MAURICE R .•

trustee of New York Law School,
was recently elected to the board
of directors of the Bank of New
York. Mr. Greenberg joined Continental Casualty after receiving
an LLB from New York Law
School and became, in 1959, the
youngest vice president of the
company. In 1960 Mr. Greenberg
joined the American International Group, tnc. and was elected
president in 1967.
He was also elected director
of the American Home Assurance
Company and became its president in 1962. Other activities
include: chairman and director
of American International Reinsurance Company, the College of
Insurance, the Insurance Institute of America and the American Institute for Property and
Liability Underwriters.
Class of '69
MARGOLIN, FREDERICK A. is
currently an Associate Counsel
for the King's County Office of
the Public Administrator. While

at NYLS, Mr Margolin was a
member of "Phi Delta "Phi and
served a summer clerkship with
the Legal Aid Society
Class of '71
JACOBS, MARK N. Was appointed Law Clerk on March
19, 1972 for the Securities and
Exchange Commission. Mr. Jacobs is assigned to the Enforcement branch of the New York
City Office. Prior to accepting
this appointment Mr. Jacobs
worked as a Law Clerk for
Goldman, Frier and Altesman.
A transfer student from the
Washington College of Law of
American University and member of Phi Alpha Delta, Mr.
Jacobs was a night student at
New York Law School and teacher
at Willowbrook State School.
SCHNURMAN, ALAN J. has recently become associated with
the firm of Jack B. Solerwitz
of Mineola, L.I. While at New
York Law School Mr. Schnurman
was President of the Student
Bar Association.
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